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AND KIPPLE GROWETH: Though I haven't finished this issue as I write
this editorial, I'm positive it will be larger
than any previous issue. Totally aside from my Esp Powers, this pre
diction is bas-.ed on the fact that I've just finished stenciling page
35 and have two four-page letters which I haven’t even begun to stencil
yet. Too> any letters which arrive within the next two days--December
6th and 7th--will likely be published in this issue also. So my predic
tion really isn't very astounding...
It isn't that I mind, of course.
Letters are important to- most fanzines, hut to K i p 'p 1 e they are even
more than merely "important." Aside from the obvious and much-used
plaint that if I didn't get letters I wouldn't have the enthusiasm to
continue publishing, letters are important to Ki.ppl.e_ because the let
ter’section is a considerable portion of each issue. Why, without; let
ters our issues would waste away to a mere 30 pages or so!
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DICK ENEY FOR TAFF? This year I had a tough time deciding who to sup■
■
, ■
port in the next Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund campaign.
What finally decided me in favor of Eney--and I suppose many others
have decided for the same reasbn--was the Fancyclopedia 11. Both Ellik
and Eney are nice guys,eitherwouId make a fine representative to the
British convention. But Richard Eney has contributed so greatly to fan
dom as a whole in bringing up to date Jack Speer's Fancyclopedia that
in my opinion he. deserves the honor far more that Ellik. That's why I
ask you to vote for Richard Eney. (And please, Dick, don't withdraw
this time.,. ).
•
■
One thought arises as a result of this year’s election,
though. Once again we have two trufans running against each other and
splitting the trufan’vote. Should a convention fan or a fringe fan de
cide to run, as I'm sure.one will, he or she would be able to carry the
election, in all probability, in the same manner as Don Ford did last
year or Bob Madle two years before. I have nothing against, either of
these fans, but it would: be nice if a fanzine fan'won once'In a while.
I DREAD THE COMING OF WINTER because I will have to watch.te1evisi on
at least two hours every night.. I remem
ber the first winter I discovered our television wouldn't allow itself
to be turned off. It was about 10s30 at night and I was preparing to
settle down with a good book. I got up out of a chair, walked the
length of the room,on th-e .thick carpetreached out to switch off the
set...and jumped back! Even before my fingers had touched the "Off"
knob a blue spark of, pure hate had shot out from the self and nipped at
my hand.- "Static electricit”;.-". .my father ..ohge-pyad • "No. 4n.n' " I shouted,
"ihe sex-bit me-.: "
a<t i c .ej.ec.t_ri cl ty , “ .tie persisted. Walking: across
the carpet- did; it. Watch." And h© proceeded to shuffle, acro’ss. the rug,
tend down to touch the dial,, and jump back chuckling as the blue spark
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shot out at him. He did this demonstration several more times, then
looked questioninniy at me,
"That’s all well and good," I said, "hut
there's still one thing that bothers me."
'•
'
•
■
"Oh?"
'
s .
"Why did the goddamn ;
television bite me?"
I DON'T WANT TO BE ACCUSED OF TED WHITISHNESS AGAIN, but I would like
.
to say a few words
about this issue's material. First of all, there are two fanzine re
’ view columns present again. I’ve just about decided to stop fighting
this. "Cryin’ in the Sink" was originally solicited because, as I told
Marion at the time, I would be unable to write an instalment of "The
Chopping Block" every issue. Actually, I haven’t missed a deadline
since Marion's column began,. The fact that I don't have to write a fan
.
zinp review column seems to inspire me to do so. When I had to write
onei-before Marion began contributing hers--I was unable, most of the
time, to do it.
Otherwise, this issue contains a couple articles I men
tioned last issue as well as a couple I didn't. Pegoy- Sexton’s review
of "The Time Machine" and Mike Deckinger's article on television fall
into this latter category. I consider myself lucky in obtaining both
of these pieces and they should be the high spots of the issue--a posi
tion I had fondly wished for my very own article, "The Phantom Blot
Rides Again."
Next issue? Well, I've got a book -review by Peggy Sexton
written rather with tongue in cheek, there'll undoubtedly be two or
three fanzine review columns, and Ruth German has promised an article
on' Chri stopher Morley* Anything else which appears in- that issue will,
at this moment, surprise me as much as anyone. Of course, I asked Ted
White for another instalment of "Uffish Thots" some time ago, and I
asked John Magnus to write something about a 'year ago—don't depend too
much bn him. Harry Warner will probably have something upcoimihg in a ’
few issues, simply because he writes something for me every year. I’ve
done about another dozen little writing exercises--one of them will ap
pear below--and may devote a couple- pages to them in -either
or #10.
Bob Lichtman has said that he'd like to do something for me, and I’ve
been in line with Walt Breen since asking him at th-e Disclave.
As you
can see, we probably won't be -exactly hard-up for material. Aside from
the things I mentioned, I'll probably have some articles upcoming in
future issues, and "Experiments in Es.p," though absent this’ Issue, will
probably be back as a regular feature -starting' with the January or Feb
ruary issue--! want to get some outside contributions to that column
■ lined up before I- begin' it again. So as I said, we won't exactly be
hard-up for contributions* Nevertheless,' they are appreciated. There
are a number of people in my audience that I?d like to see represented
in these pages, and ’if you don't mind I’ll mention them her-e instead
•
of writing a dozen or so personal -letters: George Spencer,' Terry Carr,
Dick Bergeron, Ed Cox, Richard Elsberry, Buz BusWy, -Dick Lupoff, Redd
Boggs, Harlan Ellison and Dick Ene'y. And if your name doesn’'t happen to
be on this list, don't let that stop you. While it is true that there
is no one too big to be rejected by Kipple, it is -equally true that
there is no one too' small to be accepted.
■
' ' •
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A SQUIBLET OF A NEO-SALINGERs Y'know, I know quite a few girls but I
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never seen one as nutty as this Clara 1 ives ‘ arotrnd' the corner, -Imean,
she’s always readin'. Me, I don't read too much except maybe comic
books but this Clara reads stuff like "Grime and Punishment" or at
.
least, somethin ' dike 1 that. . I seen a book called’-"Grime and Punishment"
on her desk... Yeah', she ' s-.' got a regular..desk. Reads allatime. An'- that's
not too bad-' ut she's gotta' aIways ,taIk about what she reads. She's al
ways talkin1 ah,out people with crazy names, like this guy Sellinger. She .
says this guy Sellinger wrote about people, like me and then she laughs.
I dunno. How crazy can you get?
• ■
■

ON THE PAGES IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING there is an article bn comic books,, .
■ •
a s. remembered . by thi-s editor. Pre- ..
publication copies of this ar ti c le ..wer^e- sent to K i p p 1 e ’ s Research Staff,
New York Division, and received some yery interesting replies and cor
rections. Larry Ivie wrote a long andd/interesting letter which.will
probably appear in the letter column of the rihxt issue; however.,, for
corrections I-think I'll rely on the., short and more concise .-notes sent,
by Dick Lupoff. While reading, the f o 11 owi ng ar tic 1 e ,. bear in„mind
,, (
these points s
.
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1. Walt-'-'Disney's, Comics, and. Stories did not start after WorId.
War II, hut before.
...
'

.

.
2. The1 original Phantom Plot story appeared in the thirties, and
the one I remember was a re-drawn-, re-written one,
.
3. Mickey Mouse's friend -Chief O'Hara.was c loser 'to J?e-ir>g an
imitation of Com'mis sioner ;Gordon than Perry White.’
.

4» ' Mi gh ty ' Mouse appeared much longer after Terrytoons Comics
than I had saidi
' '
.
”* \

..

/

5. There was never more than one Donald’ .Duck story in- Comics
^nd Stories. (41 had forgotten that Ducky Dug was in'that comic--this
character had Completely slipped my mind until Ivie mentioned him.-))
6. Short newspaper length stories were not an innovation. in the.- .
comics I mentioned and the earlier ones were rep-rints- from .actual newspapei; pages.
.
.
. .
Well, I was working from memory. The only place where I had the comics
at hand to be sure of dates was on Une le Scrooge Comics. I am glad that
I sent out a couple pre-publication copies (one also went to Ted White
who hasn't replied yet). If these mistakes were pointed out in the let
ter column of the next issue, they wouldn't mean anything, since my
.
article would already be in everybody's mind. Here, on the other hand,
readers can keep the corrections in mind as they read the article.
. .
One
more thing appeared on Dick Lupoff's list, but I didn't include it up
above because I'm not so sure it's any more accurate than- my original
statement. Dick claims that Mickey Mouse's nephews have always been
called Morty and Ferdie--never Morty and Monty, Aside from the fact
that these names stick in my mind,as the original names of .the charac
ters, Dob Lichtman mentioned this name change a few weeks ago in. a let
ter. Odd that we should both remember a character which never existed.
Can anyone shed some light on this?
--Ted Pauls

Phantom

blot

Ted White is known as "The Man With 10,000 Comic Rooks’1? and Lar
ry Ivie is fandom’s Poy Collector. I don’t pretend to know even
half as much about comic books as either of these two gentlemen,
but there is one segment of comic book fandom which both (and a
dozen more besides) have totally ignored.
I remember Mickey Mouse.
No doubt many others do too, but they have dismissed Mickey, his
sister and brother characters--Donald Duck, Goofy, et al--and all
the characters they inspired--Walter Lantz’ menagerie, Terrytoons
Comics, and so on--as too childish for their attention. There is
a tendency to confuse these adventurous characters with the likes
of Little Audrey and other insidious hackwork. I resent this.

If Ted White was considered "a little nutty" because of owning
10,000 comic books a few years ago, consider what must have been
thought of me when I searched old book stores at the age of 15
for the early issues of Wa 11 Disney’s Comics and Stories or the
first three issues of Terrytoons Comics featuring the adventures
of Mighty Mouse. These comics are no less fascinating than Super
mar)., or Green Lantern. Sure, the heroes were animals--mice, ducks,
dogs and cows. But I never thought of them as such unless that
impression was forced upon me. They all reacted to situations in
the same manner a human being would haves Mickey Mouse undoubted
ly at one time duplicated Batman's full repertoire of stunts to
the letter.
This is more or less a prelude to this article, which will per
tain to the animal-adventure comics as distinguished from the
funny-animal comics. Most readers under 25 will probably remem
ber these characters and adventures--certainly all the teenage
fans have at one time or another read these comic books. But no
matter whether you have read them or nots I ask only that you re
member that these were animals only in name and appearance? they
had human (or sometimes even superhuman) intelligence, human e
motions and human reactions. To the boy of seven in 1949, they
were human, certainly no less real that Captain Marvel, or The
Human Torch.
rp

I was collecting Wg.lt Dis,ney * 3, Comics and Stories even before I could
read most of the words. The first issues of this comic, which was to
inspire so many others, appeared just after World War II had ended.
Donald Duck, who had (and still has) the leadoff story, was already
an established character; his strip had appeared in the papers since
1939 or 1940, and had been proven a success. I never saw the first
two or three years of thiscomic. The first issue I saw was the one
for February of 1948, when I was only five years old, I couldn't read
too much of it, of course, and it wasn't until two years later that I
was able to read the wholecomic without difficulty. In those days,
the format was: one long Donald Duck story at the front of the comic,
a short story featuring The Three Pigs in the middle, and another and
shorter Donald Duck story at the end.

In the early months of 1949, two important changes occurredi the first
in a long line of serials began appearing in Comics and Stories <, fea
turing Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck and Goofy (who was a dog); and the
first issue of Donald Duels. Comics. appeared. That first serial was cal
led "The House of the Seven Haunts". Talk about Showcase being a test
ing ground for new characters...' Djcn.ai_d, Duck Comics' appeared only a
bout a month after the. serial had been inaugeratetlj and about six
months later, in the last months of 1949, Mickey Mouse Comics til ap
peared. The third member of the trio, Goofy, was not to get his own
comic book for eight years, as it turned out.
"Mickey Mouse Fights 'The Phantom Plot'", which Joe Sanders mentions
in Xe.ro. #2, was not the first ’story in tha t - series. Put it'did appear
during the first year of publication and I remember it vividly. It ran.,
the entire length ..of one issue (then 52 pages) and was probably one of.d
the best-plotted stories ever to appe'ar |n'this type of? comic. It is
roughly comparable to the " Junior"' Uni ted Nations" episodes in Marvel ■
Easily Comics as far as writing technique is concerned. "The Phantom
Blot" was a criminal who had hidden a map to something or other in a
box camera when capture was near When he ..either escaped or was -re- .
i
leased from prison, the set out ’to fin.d that certain camera. Having ac- i .
quired a job with .the wholesale firm' ^hi.ch, hand led-..'t,toe distributiOn of .
f
the cameras and a, list of'the purchasers,. he began' to steal them ope
by one and break them open to try to find'the right 'one--the one-'in
■ ?
which he had hidden t,h.e map, Mickey Mouse was called in-on the case by
his friend (and imitation-Perry White) police chief O’Hara. During the
meeting with O'Hara, the lights in the po.lice station went out and
.
when they were turned on again a warning ,no,te was found -pinned to the
chief’s trousers . (Kiel 1, I didn't say these stories were plausible. .. )

"The Phantom Elot" was finally apprehended., and unmasked, but it took
.
52 pages and a couple of? narrow escapes to., do it. There we'te and are<
faults in this and other-Mickey'Mouse stories, but they’were usually
the same faults as in Superman * or'Captain Marvel stories. For instance,
when the hero is captured by his foe, he -is not delt with swiftly, Instead, he is placed in a .position which the. villia’n thinks will cause
a slow and agonizing death--but from which there is always a means of
escape, Billy Batson (who. was Captain Marvel, of course) experienced
this more times than Mickey. Mouse. I recall a story where Billy and
Freddy Freeman (Marvel Jr.) were bound and gagoed in Sivana's labora
tory, and a time bomb set to explode in five minutes. Billy managed to
upset some acid on the work table and burn off.his gag by holding his
face under the dripping stream. He then shouted "Shazam!", grabbed the
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bomb, and allowed it to explode across his chest so that no one would
be harmed.
The Disney string of comics remained stable for a year or two. The
serials in Comics, and Stories continued to run and introduced Minnie
Mouse, Horace Horsecollar and Clarabelle Cow to the cast, as well as a
villianous cat named Black Pete. The Three Pigs story had expanded in
or about 1949 to include The Rig Bad Wolf, his son L’il Wolf (whose
name now adorned the title) and several characters from the most fa
mous Walt Disney production of the time, Uncle Remus Stories. Some ad
ditional space caused by the shortening of the lead story was filled
by a novel idea in comic production: newspaper-sized shorts, running
from three to twelve panels and featuring Donald Duck, Daisy Duck, and
Donald’s nephews, Huey, Louie and Dewey. At the same time, Donald Duck
Comics began to include two shorter stories instead of one long one.

.

For Walt Disney's comics, this is considered stable.

Up until 1952, Donald’s uncle Scrooge McDuck (World's Richest Duck)'
had been making guest appearances in both Comics and Stories and Don
ald Duck Comicg. In 1951, however, the whole string of comics dropped,
from 52 down to 36 pages and the individual stories were no longer
lengthy enough to accomodate more than one major character. As I re- ,
call as my memory scans the long years, the appearance of a comic de
voted entirely to Uncle Scrooge was announced in Comics and Stories tn
late 1951, However, for some reason the magazine itself did not ap
pear until the final months of the following year, 1952. Scrooge, in
case you haven't heard of him, had three cubic acres of money which he
was always driving himself up the wall trying to protect from crooks..
And these crooks were usually a gang called "The Beagle Boys" (who had
made infrequent appearances before in Comics and Stories).
I have the first 23 issues of this particular comic at hand. In 1958 "
I sold most of my collection--minus some of the earlier horror comics,
a complete run of Mad Comics, a couple issues of Showcase, and these
Uncle Scroo.qe Comics. In the entire run, only two things take place in
the lead stories: Uncle Scrooge saves his vast fortune;mor Uncle
_
Scrooge adds to it. He has, in accomplishing the latter, discovered
Atlantis, Shangri-La, The Seven Cities of Cibola, The Philosopher’s
Stone, The Minotaur, The Golden Fleece, Colchis and.the lair of The
Sleepless Dragon, The Larkies, King Solomon’s Mines, The Lost Tribe
of Tibet, and The King of The Golden River. To say that these stories
depended on myths for their content would be a collosal understate
ment ...
;
.
'
'
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.
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Three other allied comics appeared in 1952, First, there was a Duck
Family Album, featuring stories about Donald., Scrooge, Grandma Duck,
and Huey, Louie and Dewey. Then came a 25$ Vacation Special followed
shortly by a Christmgs Special, both of which became annual affairs.
That same year heralded the retirement of one of the semi-regular
characters of Comics and Stories who had been with that magazine since
1942: Gladstone Gander, World’s Luckiest Gander. Thereafter Gladstone
was never seen nor heard from again.

Other characters appeared off and on in various issues of these com-ics. Gus Goose was Grandma’s hired hand on the farm; he appeared about
1950 and is probably still around. Gyro Gearloose, a whacky inventor,
7

tried out for a couple issues as a fill-in item in Comics and Stories.
He was evidently well-liked^ for the story shortly transfered to Un- .
cje Scrooge Comics,--the first one appeared in #13, May 1956, though
he made a.guest appearance in #10, June 1955--and remains there to
this day, Horace Horsecollar, previously mentioned, appeared for a
page or two at three year intervals; his last important role had been
in one of the Comics and Stories serials circa 1951* Minnie Mouse njas
in nearly every issue of Comics and Stories, though often it was only
for two or three panels; the same situation occurred with .Pluto, Mic.-r -.
key’s dog, and his newphews, Morty and Monty* The name of the latterwas changed to Ferdie, for some unknown reason, about 1954«

;

There is still a string of Walt Disney comics. To my.knowledge, nearly
all of the titles I have mentioned still exist, and several more have
been added. Two chipmunks, Chip and Dale, now have their, own comic.
They were originally invented to pester Donald Duck in the animated
movie cartoons. Goofy, as I mentioned before, finally got his own;comic, but it was a one-shot affair. And last but not least, Mickey’s
ever-faithful Pluto got his own comic book.
\
;
,

Walt Disney inspired.many imitators, but perhaps the most important
super character in the animal-adventure category predates all but
three .of the' Disney comics. Mighty Mouse was first published in Terry- toon.$ Comics (which has caused some confusion fey ..being the name of the
publishing company as well as the comic) during the very first months
of 1950, and three years later acquired his own.comic•book, In-these
two comics, .Mighty Mouse had two sets of villiah§, In Terrytoons ,,.,a
slick, wolfish cat named Oil Can Harry, a fairi-haired, girlcalled.
Pearl Pureheart, and Mighty Mouse himself were very .nearly thg'.entire
cast in the first four years of that magazine', Few people .have re
cognized this strip for what it was: a parody on the silent movies- of ‘
several decades ago. Oil Can. Har-r y?'spe'nt most of hj.s time .tying ’Pearl
Pureheart to railroad tracks and driving" loc'omb’tives down -the traSky
'
only to be thwarted at the very Last moment by*Eighty Mouse, Frankly,
it was silly as hell. But when-,, in 1953, Mi-qhty Mouse Comics #1-ap'
pearedi- that venerable mouse found- himse 1 f 5 a real, challenge in the:-,
person of rthfe; evil Dr. Ohm an^ his 'minions 'headed by, The Claw-. Both ‘
of these villiahS of course . were cats, (There was considerable symbd-. <
lism in Mijghty Mouse Cnmips, .such as-MduseviHe 'being clean -and .whole
some while Cattdwn was' filthy and loathsome,)
• piH. . ; . *
’
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There were more, of course. Walter Lantz had ‘a large variety of char
acters, though- his perennial star is and has always been Woody Wood
pecker. Whoever published Bugs Bunny had some memorable charactfers,
.;
chief among them being Elmer fudd. The remembrances I have related '-i
pertain only to my f avori tes--which., naturally, I remember, much,obetter than the others, I wopcler, in closing j’if Donald Duck and Mickey
Mouse have changed as much' as, say, Superman?
1 ,
■

--Ted Pauls

•

Ted Pauls
1448 Meridene Drive
Baltimore 12, Md.

A . Young
11 P>euna Vista Park
Cambridge 40, Mass.
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Dear Andy

June 7, 1959
Disjecta Membra #4 is on the way--this
time I’ll See that you don't get two copies. That is
sue is a pretty poor one, all told. White didn't get
his fanzine review column in, nor did he supply e
nough paper.for a large issue. Sbtry. ## It'll be DC
in '60, of course. Philly has had it before and no
body in his right mind would vote for Pittsburgh, so
I'm already making plans for the DCCon. I assume
Cambridge fandom will be in attendance? Magnus and
Hitchcock will probably look forward muchly to see
ing you all again, as of course I will. Is JeanY's
hair still knee-length? And do you still think you
can single-stomachly eat a quart of strawberry ice
cream? Please forward this important information im
mediately.
.
, .
wokIwokIwokIwok 1, Ted Pauls
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The usual criterion for judging a movie which
is based on a well-known book iss "How faith
fully did the film follow the printed page?"
George Pal’s production of "The Time Machine"
was not strictly faithful to H. G. Wells' no
vel, but it was scrupulously faithful to the
spirit of ’Wells, the spirit of science fic
tion, and to dramatic values.
In addition,
"The Time Machine" had superb color photogra
phy, competent acting by Rod Taylor, as the
time traveller, the supporting cast, and a
striking and appropriate musical score by Ro
bert Garcia.
.
The arrangement of dramatic epi
sodes in the movie did not follow the book.
Wells, in his book, has the time traveller
rescue Weena from the river after he has spent
some time in 9th millenium society. The res
cue of Weena is one of the first episodes in
the cinematic future. This small license
tends, however, to hold the attention of the
viewer, who wants and expects some excitement
at this point,
The movie also shows,, very con
vincingly the event leading to the future on
Earth--a global atomic holocaust--and provides
the explanation for the presence of the Eloi
and the subterranean MorTocks: they are sur
vivors of the last great war. .
>
Romantic interest l£s provided by- the fact that Weena, the
Eloi girl, survives in the movie version.
. ■ ..
' '
. \
'
The
big' question is::.0id these Liberties do Wells
a disservjSce? Think about these facts for a
moment. First1,' nineteenth and' early twentiethcentury prose often seems' 'painfully stilted to
peoplef in the mid-twentieth' ceptury. The
scfe-fen -dialogue preserved mb st o.f Wells’ i.dea s’-,’ but presented* them in language accepta
ble to our’ears'. Second, ' We.ll._s ’ reason for the
existence of. the two future tribes of people
is the gradual degeneration of.a 'spft, para
sitic leisure^ class and the gradual'toughening and increasing dominance of prolitarian
slum dwellers,
Although we do have the ex

plotted and the exploiters with us today, the spread of both communism
and democracy and the world-wide growth of a middle class has made
Wells’ social theories out of line with current reality, barring, of
course, some extreme upheaval.
An atomic holocaust fits far better in
to the actualities of 1960 than Wells’ slow degeneration theory. Thus,
the film version as it stands is more acceptable to a modern audience
than it would have been had it followed Wells’ original to perfection.
V

Lest it seem that I am justifying and rationalizing such things as
the West Coast abortion performed on"Who Goes There?” some years ago,
I would like to lay down a few guides for judging filmed books.
Obvi
ously, a play of any sort of definitely not a novel. In a novel, words
must be spent on descriptive passages.,, explorations of the characters
and their motives, and narrative of events which would be superflous
and tedious in a play. A play must move because it is a live art
form before a live audience. The only playwright who breaks these
rules successfully is George Bernard Shaw, whose status as a true dra
matist is in doubt in some circles.
Also, a play for a live audience
must be understood to be appreciated and the fourth dimension is a
very esoteric concept to much of the general public. The pertinent
question here is: Did "The Time Machine" put across Wells* concept
adequately in its act of crashing the language barrier? I think it
did.
Last, is it justifiable to present a work of literary art which
contradicts actuality or probability unless it is made clear that it
is speculation (in the second case) or fantasy (in the first)? Remem
ber, one of the cardinal rules of science fiction is: Do not violate
a known fact unless you can show that the fact can be violated in a
way that cannot be disproved by current knowledge.
Unless it were ob
vious fantasy, wouldn’t it be silly to make a movie in which the Con
federacy won the Civil War? Howl away, you unreconstructed Rebels!
I do not feel that ’’The Time Machine" in its movie version violated
any of these critical guides, therefore I wholeheartedly recommend it
to everyone,

--Peggy Sexton
+ + + "The kitchen gave onto the courtyard. It was spring and the
+ + + doors were open all the time. There was grass growing near the
entrance door. Water poured out of a pail glistened on the stone
slabs. A rat appeared in the garbage can. One of the tenants was cook
ing crabs. With two fingers, he picked up a live crab by the waist.
The crabs were greenish, the color of the waterpipes. Two or three
drops suddenly shot out of the tap by themselves; the tap was dis
creetly blowing its own nose. Then, upstairs somewhere, pipes began to
talk in various voices. The taps talked. All sorts of moving and
knocking started up around the stove."
--Yurii Olesha, in "The Wayward
Comrade and the Commissars"
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1 don’t siippos,e com'ic books will
J 11 1 i
Li1~L 1\ 1 1 1\.,-d 1 ’ ever completely disappear, but the Comics
Code censorship has maimed the entire industry, if'not killed it. I’ve
noticed a number of slick magazines gloating over the number of cdmic
publishers going out of business. Of course, we can hardly expect' sym
pathy for the writers, artists and editors put out of work but one
might expect some sympathy for the unemployed'printers and pressmen
from the national publications.
.•
There’s been a lot said about comics
censorship--mostly. by people with their eagle eye on the First. Amend
ment, but never on .the colorful comics page. I’ve said part of-it. The
difficulty is the same pne they are trying to impose upon the' televi
sion industry. Ding Dong School is a very good program--! saw it once
--but they are holding this up as the standard for all children’s TV
programs.., They used to do this with the late Mila Mack’s fairy tale
radio show "Let's Pretend." The social workers overlook the fact that
these programs are of absolutely no interest to any, child, over: seven.
To a healthy, active twelve year old, they are as Inigierably' babyish
as a game-, of patty-cake.
■
.
' . ■
.. V :''' ' ''
.
' Anthrornorphism ha:s become the. by-Word of tine
present/comic books. Gorillas are grateful to lions for saving them V-' '
from the wicked hunters (evidently these writers have never’ read- the ■
original version of ,wh:at happened to the,thorn-pulling mouse ). There• / ■
is growing p r o p ag.a.n d a f or racial inferiority complex--tho human rac.e. t ■ '
is not ready for, space, -for the Secret Weapon, to ’ kn.o.w. the Truth. thewar comics have “Become dangerously- Jingoistic. r‘sufspect letting chil
dren.. r,ead of wars- ,th;at ,are exciting and where lite-ra|ly.« ho‘one ; is-ki-L*.-’
led; or even injured, is 'far more dangerous . 'than havipg them •‘read',th.e i ' •
War-is-Hell E.C. books. Damn it, T :knbw i t i s!
. .
V
.
. ■
. .
:
1
x
;■ ’■
Put there was’ another',.:"'
day of lurid/adventure, -naked heroe-s.‘and heroines, apd..,lusty violence-.’'
This was a day before- the' era; of. the" juvenile delinquent, ,the crazy
mixed-up kid. Thi s . wa s ■ the era ' of - Jong 1 e Com ips , ' :)Pl-anet Comics * Flashy1'
Gre.en. Lantern , ’Captain ■ Marva 1, Tqm .Mix- Comics , . a nd o f: Su pe rm a n — who ■'
alone remains^ in faded fashion
■
’ ■ ; 5 1 ■■ ■'•
“
'• s'. -~-i -
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JupqJLe Comics. with its variations on the Tarzan (or Mowgli) theme had
the standard ape-man, Kaanoa, the ape boy, Wambi, the voodoo ape man,
Tabu. It also had an ape girl, but I can’t remember her name, The same
publisher (Fiction House) had another ape girl, Sheena, in Jumbo Com
ics. She survives on television. The stories in this one were tight
action, but it was the pictures that were of the main interest. Nearly
every pace and nearly every frame contained a gorgeous woman dressed
in nearly nothing, and that skin tight. It’s too bad such an educa
tional magazine no longer exists. It was a pleasant way to study human anatomy--a subject that today’s kids are learning in a distorted *
manner since comic book women no longer have le"s or breasts.
Doubt
less some of you remember the similar situation in Planet Comics.
Here the standard of story was somewhat higher. A year or so ago, The
Ma.q3z.ine o£ Fantasy and Science Fiction ran the text version of a
Star Pirate adventure that had been used in the Fiction House sports
pulp, Fi,ght j.tp_ri_ej>, Decides the Raffles-Saint of Space, there were
Flint Darker and Reef Ryan, Space Ranoers. Then--Lost World. This was
undoubtedly the dullest of the Planet Comics stories--Hunt nowman (who
was an archer) and his girl, Lisa, fought intermanably against the
lizard-faced Voltamen, ravaoers of terrestial civilization, who spoke
English sentences with Germanic construction. That is: With construc
tion Germanic, spoke they English. On the other hand, a short-lived
series, Futura, was not much better plotwise but it had some of the
most beautiful science fiction artwork I’ve ever seen anywhere--the
artist was similar to Wallace Woods of.E.C. and some Planet Stori es
illustrations, but his style was looser which gave an ethereal quality
to the scenes.
.
. . ■
In those lusty days, Superman D-C National gave out *
with something more than, with all respect to Julius Schwartz, the
wishy-washy pablum they now offer. All-Star Comics brought all of
their super-heroes into one long story--rather like the monsters in a
Universal horror picture of the forties, For a long time, the rule of '
the Justice Society was that a member could not remain in more than a
honorary fashion if he appeared in a comic-book all his own. With all
that extra- income, obviously Superman, Ratman, Flash, and Green Lan
tern did not have to work so hard for justice. But various members
dropped out of the society when their regular comic book slots were
dropped--Hour-Man, Starman, etc.--and the honorary members trooped
back; Superman and Datman for one issue, Flash, Green Lantern and
Wonder Woman for good. As a matter of fact, long after the day of the
masked crimefighter passed, Al 1-Star remained (like FAPA) the last
home of the tired warriors, unwanted and unloved. Over the years, someo
of the members were:
...
. ■ •' •
HAWKMAN: masked with a hawkshead helmet, adorned with giant wings,
sometimes companion of the similarly-garbed Hawkqirl (also in
Flash Comics),

DR. MID-NITE: able to see in the dark, blind in daylight without dark
glasses, posed as the blind Dr. McNighter (All-American
Qomic,s).
“
“

THE ATOM: originally so-called for his small size, but after 1945, be
cause he tapped atomic energy for his strength (Adventure

HOUR MAN.: ta very early comic character. He obtained, one hour of super
strength by takino a powder (non-habit forming, I presume);
this drug-user suggestively appeared in More Fun Comics.

STARMAN: tapped stellar power with a Starwand (Adventure Comics).
JOHNNY THUNDER: comedy relief, could call on a Genie-like Thunderbolt
by saying the ancient Celenese magic words Cei-U (Say
You) which he only did by accident, i.e., "Say you guys can't do this
to me!" (Flash R
)

THE SPECTRE: Now, here was a character! He was not just a demi-god;
he was God! He could do anything--bring the dead back to
life, visit hell and heaven, change size, be everywhere, do every
thing. His only trouble was that he was in love with a girl called
Clarence and since he was a ghost (of a policeman whose identity he
still maintained) he couldn't hope to marry her. I don’t know why--I
bet this boy could do anything. However; finally, he talked to God in
person (a memorable comic-strip sequence) and God decided to bring his
body back to life for the Spectre who nevertheless retained his super
natural powers. But he never did marry that girl.
DR. FATE: somewhat similar to The Spectre, (More cun Comics)

GREEN LANTERN: One of my favorites because he used "will power". I
suppose this strip appealed to the future Rosicrucians
and psionics-experimenterso Alan Scott was an engineer (incredibly he
switched from a railroad engineer to a radio broadcasting engineer, as
if the writer of the book thought any kind of engineer was essentially
the same as any other one). He found an ancient green lantern and
fashioned a ring from it. The lamp had been made from a meteorite in
ancient China that had the ability to materially project his will with
beams of green light. This mounted up to letting GL walk through
walls, set up a force screen to protect himself from bullets or knives
--but not anything organic in nature like human flesh or wooden clubs.
He could also fly and shoot out rays ft6m his ring to' burn, lift, at
tract, repell. Scott had. to charge his ’ring'' against-the lantern' every
24 hours by chanting, "In"brightest d-ay,"irt darkest night/No evil
:
shall escape my sight/Let!those who worship evil might/Doware my'power--Green Lantern’s Light." Frankly, the whole thing smacked of super
stition.
•!• ■
,
■
.
"
•: •
In later (and declining) years, GL-traded in a derby-hatted
cabbie named Dorbie Dickies for a red-haired wench called HqrieqCiin
with glasses to match--she was a criminal whose whole'car^er was de
voted to pulling crimes so fiendish that the Lantern would "marry" her
to save the world from them--her price. But GL never did dive this
broad what' she was itching for. I am tempted to suggest that' the re
lationship between Dickies and Scott may have not been all it appeared
to be. But then again, now that both GL and the Harlequin are retired,
they may be■snogging together and recaHing ■ th3t happily monstJ'dus
past.
.
.
'ri
■ • '’
THE FLASH: A play on only one of Superman’s qualities--superspeed.
,
Flash could run through solid objects because "they didn’t
have time to stop him", spin fast enough to make him invisible (but
CODTinUED
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Quite a little controversy has been building up in Baltimore since the
last installment of this column was written, A fourteen year old boy
who professes to be an atheist dropped out of junior high school on
October 25 in protest of a rule which states that "The Bible or the
Lord’s Prayer or both shall be used in the opening exercises of all
public schools." This ruling has been in effect in this state since
1905, and this incident is the first legal test it has been put to.
The boy, William J. Murray III, refuses to attend school if fee must
remain in class during those opening exercises. His mother, also an
atheist, has threatened to go on a "hunger strike" if she is arrested
for violating the state public school rule by taking her son out of
school.
■'
,
This story appeared in the papers oh the morning of October
27th. It was also noted that William Murray had been "shoved around"
by a group of his fellow students after he gave an oral report in
'
class on the social and economical structure of the Soviet government*
Further troubles occurred when an idiot teacher asked for a "free
,
discussion” on why Russia shouldn’t complain about the U-2’flights.
Murray complained that it was contradictory to claim a "free" discus-, ;
sion and then specify which viewpoint the students must take--as, of
■
course, it is.. Here again he was ganged up on after school,
“
■ Such hap
penings are rather incredible in what is supposed to be a "free" soci-r
ety, though it might have been expected —at least in part. It is my >r
experience that there is no such thing- as a "free discussion" on any
controversial subject in public schools. There' should be, to be sure,,,
but I have yet to see or hear of one. There is also no such thing as
religious freedom in public schools. The only way to guarantee con> ....
plete religious freedom for all religions — shqrt of teaching all re.
ligions in school, which would hardly be workable—is to completely
disregard religion in school,
'
'•
/
. , ■ «.
I mean, here we have a boy,—admitted by ■
his teachers to be brilliant, possessing an excellent -.mind—and the ... only way- he can be educated in public school i.s ito confp.rm to fhe at- .
titydes and beliefs of those around him. This is not merely a.ques-,r
tion of religion, either; as I mentioned above, the boy has been "sho
ved around" for questioning an absurd contradiction that anyone vwi.th
a modicum of intelligence would question; and he has been ganged up on ,for relating a true picture of the social and economical structure of ■
the USSR which did not happen to conform with the ;pap being fed to the
people of this country.by their leaders. This sort of, censorship of
thoughts is another giant step toward the world of 1984 as pictured by
George Orwell.
. .
.... . . ;
.
.

'•

■

-

.

If there is any purpose to this sort of thing, i,fs it does any good at
all, it is to point out to the people of this country (who will still.

.

probably be blind) how their petty little society i« degenerating. But
unless both editors of both Baltimore dailies are somewhat prejudiced,
it looks as if those people are incapable of seeing the nose in front
of their moronic faces. Here are samples of letters which hgve appearred since the initial articles

, "I think it’s a good moral practice to have (Bible reading)
start off the day. If you take religion out of the schools,
what do you have left?"
"If we allow religious decay to continue in our society we
^•m’ay aS well hand over America on a silver platter to our
enemies."
■
•
■

"It is a puzzle to me how a child of 1.4 could maturely oppose a rule which was passed by intelligent men to help
'
rather than hinder him. Could it be that there is powerful
backing on the home front? If so a feel this child should
take a few more years yet to think over his opinions, a
greements and disagreements, and, when he is mature enough-to air his views without ’Mama’s backing*, the city’s
1'
'
school board will be glad to listen and perhaps compromise
'
to an adult’s suggestions!"

.

j

J

You see what I mean? No one bothers to comment on the really imp’brtant
aspects of this case--the censoring of thought by both teacher .and pu
pils-as mentioned above. There were repercussions--strong ones, at" ?
that--but they came not from the "common people" but from the more re
sponsible elements of our society. The state’s Attorney General pro
mised to look into the matter-, but nothing definite has been heard; On:
the local level, however, a city law similar to the state law hae.been
ammended so that any student can be excused from the Bible reading'at "
opening exercises if he/she presents a note.(from parents) stating
that the student holds beliefs contrary to th£ majority. (You’ve1all
noted, I suppose, that this ammendment is worded in such a way as to
make it seem that anyone taking advantage of jit'is a social’outcast.)
The School Board, under the leadership of Dr£'• George B? Br.ain--dpn,t’
take the surname literally--was somewhat split and'just managed,tb ’
squeeze the ammendment through. It was not without some outside, pres- .
sure, however.
'
• ‘ ■ •
• •
'
i./ ■ •
■
.v.>.
.vThe Citll Liberties Union was ori'the verge of bringing 1
suit against the city. Too, one of the important officers of The Amer
ican Jewish Congress, taking time off from his study of Dade County .
(Miami) Florida' schools,! w^s pestering the mayor1. (For more about the*
Incompetency of Miami officials, see Q&N in Kippig, #4 and again in-1'
'
Kippig. #6. ) Also, a student teadher at the school Murrah attends hafe :
refused to take part in the .opening exercises, and ciaimed she was be-'
ing discriminated against because of this."'
-' ’ '
■’ *
And my position?as re all this? Well, to "begin with, I’m* not an athe- "
1st..I 'consider atheism nearly?as stupid-as rabid'Catholicism (or, for
that matter,-'any other -ism iA religion). •I ^suppose I dould be called
an agnostics I’m quite willing to believe in the existence of God, if
and when that existence is proven to me. I don’t go around shouting
prayers in the street? likewise, I don’t go around shouting "False!
False!" My main concern, as I have mentioned, is to the one-sided dis
cussions and browbeating in school?
- 1
--Ted Pauls
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It has been fully six years ago that I bought a comic book new, so a
.couple weeks ago I decided that the time had come to take a look at
the field and see how it had changed. One thing immediately became ob
vious: distribution was rotten. Why, when I was a boy (he said as he
pu.ll.ed on his long, white beard) you could hardly enter a store with
out being confronted with a display of comic books,. Book stores,' gro
cery stores, drugstores, even department stores. There was a stack of
comics in every barber shop and two in every pot. In.the world of
1960, I had a difficult time just finding the more common titles like
Superman. Action Comics, Batmanand World's Finest. I still haven't
been able to locate Flash Comics or Adventure Comics.. •<
From what I ..have v
found, though, I have come to the conclusion that the comic books of
today are not so very different from the ones I knew and loved. There
is the circus troupe (sorry Marion Bradley.--I mean the sideshow) of
characters; following Superman around and he has a couple of new super-,
powers.as well as a- new kind of kryptonite to worry about.' Put the
basic characters haven’t changed--nor, unfortunately, hdve the basic
situations. ...
:
.
Superman looks, the same, and his main problem is still ihe
renegade^-scient.ist, Luthor. Batman and Robin have changed only ip th.a£
anyone casually picking up the December issue of' Patman wouId ..bfe puztied as to. the everyday identity of th'e heroes’. They are in costume '
throughout the thirty-six pages ajad the names Truce Wayne and Dick
Grayson, ayen’t eve'n ’mentioned. And the Joker is still plaguing' the ’ ■”
team. The only impression I get from this current issue of Batman is
that its editor, Jack Schiff, does not know what went on before he be
came editor or is going to start reprinting material. In the letter
column of that issue ("Letters to the Bat-Cave"), a number of ques
tions are asked of the editor, none of which he answers accurately.
Viz:
'
.
Q: "How about a story where Batman and Robin.acquire super-powers,
while Superman loses his powers?"
• •>
•• '
■ As "We’ll’be .giving (this story ) to you - in-the -December World 1 s ■
f
Finest Comics." •
.
Q: "Why, exactly, did Batman choose the bat as his crime-fighting
symbol?"
’
A: "Criminals are very superstitious, and Batman wanted a symbol
that would strike fear into their hearts." .
Q: "Has Robin ever- quit Batman and joined forces with another crimefightin'g partner?"
...■■•
•
A: "He surb has, as you'll see for yourself,in the next issue of
-?
Batman Comics."
■
, ,

Mlghodj even working entirely from memdry I know more about this comic
than its own editor!, . Batman and Robin acquired su.-p.er-powers (and Su
perman lost his) in Wor.Td1 s Finest about five. years ago. This was as a
result of a mys.terious ray of some sort used a a super-criminal from

another planet. As for the bat symbol, the orioin story (which had
since been reprinted and hence known to me) related that both of ^ruce
Wayne's parents were killed at a masquerade party by robbers while in
bat costumes. The original Batman adventure was, I believe, to appre
hend the criminals responsible for this act.
„
The story of Robin's
other boss is somewhat longer and perhaps deserves some background
for those of you unfamilar with these characters* Throughout his long
comic book career, Batman has fought a number of criminals. Some of
these gangsters even devastated two or three stories before finally
being captured; however, since virtually the beginning, Batman has
been fighting a character called The Joker. The Joker, though posses
sing no super-powers, is still a super-criminal in the real sense of
the word. Mot only has he committed crimes under Batman's nose, but
often he takes the trouble to tell batman what he's going to do beforehand--offers a challenge.
Bne of the really memorable Batman epi
sodes concerned an odd sort of ray which, having struck both Batman
.
and The Joker during a fight, exchanged their personalities. When the
pair was revived, Batman fled and The Joker casually began explaining
to Robin what he thought had happened. Batman was finally apprehended
and changed back to his former self. This was, as I've said, a memor-'
able sequence.
•
■.
.
;T.he vitious side characters,.running through these c,o-•
mics haven *t changed too .much (in appearance, thought .a number of -new
characters, have -appeared' to . replace the old, tired ones . Robotman no
ion ner exists; instead, Ac._ti.ori Comic s contains Superman and Su per girl
adventures,. I haven't seen either Adventure or Detective Comics, but
the plugs in Su.pejhTna.n_ give no hint that Aqu,aman still survives, noj?
Zatara the Magician. (Thank you, Dick Lupoff. ) Something called a
. ..
"Congorilla" has replaced Congo ^ill in Adventure Comics, and a char
acter called ''Adam Strange" inhabits Mystery in. Space. Otherwise, the,DC-National line of comics is just as I so fondly remember, it.
■ .

.
,

■■■

»

. --Ted Pauls
■
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„ ...
never dizzy) and generally move like a jackrabbit after a jillrabbit. I particularly remember the involved time-travel stories- this' ;
series spawned, especially in the book-long stories in All Flash'mUsEly.; ~
..
-L■ ■ •
------- ; ■ •
WONDER WOMAN was--and still i s>—pa tent ly.; ■femind st propaganda. ■ Diana
Prince sprang, from a race of Amazons who lived oh
island and raised.their generations of girl-children without ever
seeing a man., (Brief Pause...) Put Diana saw an aviator--Steve some
thing or other--and decided there was no future-in the Amazon Prin- •
cess business--a dead-end job--and joined the army to-be near’ her' •
man. In her Wonder Woman costume, she was as strong as an ox, able
to<eatch bullets on her bracelets, spin a 'magici lAsso'5that coftpelied '
obedience from ' the captured--including herself*--operate $ Mental1’7'
Radio (with a TV.screen) and fly an invisible airplane. Tn Spitd;of--;
her "love" for;Steve (which she hid very well) I-still think thoseH;, i;

A

were a bunch of Lesbians.
•

+

•

Superman and natman are still around. DC has smoothed out some rough
spots in the Superman character (like explaining his costume is made
from super-cloth--I remember when Seigel and Schuster showed him fas
tening his cloak on with a safety pin) but Superman has lost all touch
with reality. Today, Superman appears from the first panel to the end
performing a never-ending series of miracles. In the old days, he kept
his feet on the ground as Clark Kent to believable scenes of newspaper
life to back his appearances as Superman, giving them meaning and vermisitude.
Tom, Mix. Comics, were given away for Ralston box-tops via ra
dio, comic books and newspapers. They were half the size of the regu
lar dime comics. They were 32 pages or the size of today’s comics.
What was probably a one-shot effort lasted twelve issues. Like the
Tom Mix radio program, they delt with life on a modern ranch--the TM
1 ar--as it hasn't really been in fifty years. To the old west was ad
ded science fictional super-weapons, airplanes, spies and gangsters.
They had a certain charm, these comics, though never the quality the
radio program obtained as written by George Lawther.
Probably the
greatest comic-book character of all appeared chiefly in newspapers-The Spirit by Will Eisner. He created what might be called the E. C.
style in comics--both the science fiction horror story type and the
Mad satire. Eisner drawing and narrative techniques undoubtedly re
volutionized the whole industry. I firmly believe that The Spirit was
vastly superior to Pogo, L’il Abner, Mad., Steve Canyon, Peanuts, or
any other comic with an ardent clique of supporters. To my mind, it
had absolutely everything you could ask of the comic strip media. Na
turally, it is no longer published.
The Spirit was good.
■

■

•

'

f

But as for the others, I suppose they seem better than today’s effort
only because they are seen down the long funnel to my childhood. They
were brighter and•gaudier. But that’s probably all.
■
,
,
.
‘
It must »be a year
since I’ve sat down and read a comic book. These days when* T reach for
a copy of Superman, it's the third word in the title of a play by G.
B. Shaw.
' ?- *
I must be growing up, and I'm not at all sure it's a good
thing.
•

--Jim Harmon
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The number in this space
>l~
is the number of the last issUe you
will receive. If that number is ”8", you will not receive the next is
sue of this glad rag unless you*
.■

-------- .write a letter of comment;______trade your fanzine;_____ .contri
bute a sample of your deathless prose; or ______subscribe at the rate
listed elsewhere Tf none of these spaces are cheeked, it means simply
that there is no way to continue getting Kipple; you are being pvnmnt1
“
i&
'
'
'
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I consider it extremely fortunate that many of thd feafrly pio
neers in the field of television are unab'l'e -to see fdY them- '■ ‘
selves what it has developed intonow.
to
•
Television was first
developed with the idea, that it would he used as a medium to
■
inform the public, to transmit news and current events to a
public that, had hitherto -rec'eived such news’ only by radio or ‘
^newspaper s. The idea was not a bad one, even though it wds
- •
lacking ire foresight. The1 utopian theory of ’a perfectly' inform-*
. e-d. public, aw-are of all current 'events is fine in thoupfht\ butd
.••emerges. as .something more wh-eri''p Ut to practice, Television *'; *
time, tCosts money, more^ money th'a'n most news prograrrfe ’c:anT afOfo&d to. .s.nen'd'o The' Topical step here is to pick up :a 'sp'oriser
•• wi:Vl-±ng .tbn-p'ay the’ check in . order to have his'particular pro.'- "
' duct glorified on the air*.
.
•
’" z r
’ •' " '
But since sponsors are unreliable,
uninformed tyrants who are interested only in one thing--selling their product--to the exclusion of any ph'iThntroprc1‘aims,
they realized at once that lone hours devoted to news might
• no't ,go well’ with a viewing audience. •
'
And thu s! th'fe1’dl'b' wa;s? Ca'^t'"
and the sponser began to' 'exert-’ 'hi s- influence'/ lit‘'t'Ie by dittlfe/
in- bringing about a change in the programming.4 It shpuld be
stated here that this change was not due entirely to pressure *'
■ by the sponsor) and, in fact, it could not accurately be called
a change, but more rigidly, an evolution into a different form'
of' entertainment.
■.
■
The programs offered on tv were supposed to
be enjoyed by the lowest common denominator in the audience.
With a viewing audience consisting of people having I.Q.’s
ranging from 62 to 195 everyone will understand a show direc
ted chiefly at the persons with the lowest intelligence, while
on the other hand, a show aimed at the.195 group-will escape
most of the others. It’s as .simple as that, and’it’s this ba>
sis on which television is founded today, with1only ervery few
cases in which the show has deviated from the normi ■'
'
- . :tit
■
■
" First we
have our full length movies, dr what could laughingly be term
. ed full length movies.after they'have been ruthlessly"snipped
by the film edi tor ; who-must . f it 'the 'moti on"pi'btdte ’ into a spe-

20

cial pre-arranged time, as well as insert a number of choice commercials. The fault in this matter is that generally a time limit--either
an hour or an hour and a half--is alloted to films which greatly ex
ceed that limit. When this happens the film editor snips away merci
lessly, caring little if he destroys continuity, the same way the fre
quent interruptions do. The only way to combat this butchery is to
show long, but worthwhile films, at the end of the viewing day, as a
few late film shows do, so that they can run as long as need be with
out intruding into another pre-arranged show. However, due to the pur
itanical attitude most film stations have in not wanting to offend
anyone^ chances are there will never be any worthwhile films shown on
tv.
I can think of no better example of the sponsor’s edict to make a
show palatable to the lowest common denominator than in the all too
numerous half hour and hour adventure shows, mostly westerns, some e
ven having the audacity to be dubbed "adult" westerns, though in actu
ality they are about as "adult" as a typical story in a Donald Duck
comic. According to the code used ly these persons, the hero always
wins, which immediately removes any suspense if the hero is placed in .
a precarious position. It also distorts life to an alarming degree,
since in true life, there are many instances where the villian.tri
umphs and the hero does not. On the television. series ,* however,' every
thing’s nice and optomistic, and the hero is depicted as a handsome ■ .
imbecile who seems to have an inborn hatred for money, women and using
his brains. The hero is-also noteworthy for od^ moments in the show:, \
when he likes to relax by lighting up one of the sponser’s cigarettes '■
or goinn for a spin in the sponser’s car. He is a completely incredi-r..
hie, cardboard character who is'made, so unoffensive as to belie all
character identification. The situation's he is'..placed in are:: s.i.lly and.'
only secondary, since there is never any doubt that he will win,-as hes
always does. When "Gunsmoke",first came of.television it used.to delve
deeper into the stories, emphasizing the character of the villian(as
well as the hero, and develop off-beat situations that truly made an- -5
impression on the mind of the viewer. Unfortunately, ev.en "Gunsjnoke
is sinking into the morass of conformity th&t all the.tv westerns have
reached, and i t be a r s little -watching. '
. .... .
,
.
The next fixtures ar;e thyb.pan.el
shows in which contestants try to outdoeach ' other in seeing wnop^an -.
make b.igger fools of . themselves. In. this., category-'we have shows ' Like..... •
"The Price. Is Right" which ..proves that you can be -'a 'moron and..$till . ...
win prizes, and we have .slightl.y more difficult shows like "Twenty
p.
One" and "The Sixty-four Thousand Dollar Question'" which force the
contestant to engage in some memorizing,. These shows," with the excep- <
tion of Groucho, Marx’ "Yoy Ret Yo.yr Life'," are dull, silly, pointless - ‘
and ridiculous to the extreme',, Any audience tha‘t would "take a depraved
delight' in watching .some bumbling- contestant-nervously fidget about
should be examined. '"
. , A .
- -c • ■ •
‘
.
' And,, last., there are the-chiIdrens' shows, which
..
aren't much different than the "adult" shows. The newest addition, to
this line is "The Flints.tpnes" a so-called adult cartoon show which
earns the- "adult’’4 title ;on the basis of ridiculous canner! laughter,
tired situations, andforced humor.
...
,
The deviations which deserve men- ,.
tion are most notably the excellent Plays of the Week, obviously the .

Concluded on page
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XERO #2: Dick & Pat Lupoff, 215 E. 73rd Street.,. New York 21, N. Y.j
copies available for trade, contributions or letters of com
ment—but no money accepted; irregular; 52 panes.
.
.<
;'
this is one of an
extraordinarily fine crop of fanzines to appear since the last install
ment of this column. It boasts some remarkably excellent material by
Mike Deckinger, Ted White and editor Lupoff, whose editorial this is
sue could have adorned any top fanzine. Other material includes vari
ous funnies such as a crossword puzzle by Frank Kerr, a short piece
by Les Sample, and a long letter from Dick Schultz, as well as a ser
ious article by Ray Beam and some adequate book reviews contributed by
Larry M. Harris.
.
■
Mike Deckinger's article may be the best thing he has'
ever written--and since I said this very thing a few issues ago about
a piece of his in The Neolithic, it would seem that Mike’s writing is
improving at a tremendous rate: not many writers can claim that every,
new piece they do is their best yet. The article doesn’t really have
much to say, as Dick Lupoff points, out in his editorial; but what it
says it says well, and though Mike hasn’t the necessary details to
turn out an article as complete as the one Ted White contributes, to
this issue, he manages to -convey the impression of a great fondness
for his subject matter.
b
•
,
The other high point of this issue is the edi
torial, "Absolute Xero". In it, Dick discusses pith-zines versus, pif
fle-zines, and though he says much the same thing I said in Kipple 7
as regards fannish-versus-serious material, he says it at more length
and much better than I was able to. What he says--what we both said-is that fandom needs a couple of fanzines where fans can be;-seribus-even sercon--without being, branded' fuggheads and N3F-types. Fandom has
those fanzines. A list of t.hem appeared in the last Kipple (Q8.N) and I
shan’t bother to repeat it here. Suffice it to say that if the fiye or
six magazines which compriseothe •upper layer of this field continue to
appear fairly regularly, it is my sincere opinion that they will come’
to contain the bulk of fand-cyri .'amorfg their readers a-nd contributors,, In
shorty not one 'focal point' ,(as has neretofoi-e oeen expected), but a
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number of fanzines, which, combined, would produce the .’focal point’*
This excellent material is complimented by some fine layouts, especi
ally the one for Ted White's article, and some artwork stolen, swiped
and otherwise pirated by Sylvia White—I especially liked her carica
ture of a mad scientologist with a ragoed beard on page 15. On the
other hand, most of Dave English’s art is undecipherable due to a poor
brand of stencils; the heading to Les Sample’s article, "Is Ted Pauls
A Poltergeist," is a Jean Young-type heading which proves once again
that only Ted White and Jean Young can do this sort of thing well; and
the format of the letter column is rather incredibly poor, compared to
the rest of the issue.
■,
Don't let these altogether too minor liabili-*
ties stop you from acquiring Xerp at your first possible chance; it's
just about the best second issue I've ever seen.

DAFOE #3: John Koning, Pardee Hall, Pox 555, Case Institute of Tech
nology, 10904 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland 6, Ohio; 204 per is
sue with no provisions made for lone-term subscriptions. There is a. .
rather confusing system for crediting letters of comment and fanzines
sent in trade, so I suggest you spend 20$ rather than a sleepless
night trying to figure it out; irregular-quarterly; 48 pages.
■
Th i s is,
I believe, only the fourth fanzine John has published; it appears to .
be at least a sixth or seventh effort, and at that it's better than
■
quite a few seventh issues. I recall the seventh fanzihe I ever published--back in December of 1958, An abortive little effort called
;•
The Phantom. it was just about the sort of ina^azine its title would
suggest: twenty poorly duplicated pages containing material by George •
Wells, Mike Deckinger and Rich Crown, These latter two fans would turn
a most striking shade of crimson if confronted with their material in.-"
that fanzine,.
.
..
,
. -tv?
. . This issue of Da foe contains a-better than average edi—-. .
torial by Koning, an adequate piece of faan-fietion jointly .written by
Rich Brown and Paul Stanberry, a rather interesting article by my .god
and mentor, Harry Warner, some excellent fanzine reviews by Eugene
Hryb, a parody by Don Franson 'about which it could only be s.aid. that
words fail, a Meet Eugene Hryb sort of thing- by Koning, and a ,nicely'1 • ,
edited letter column. I know how peeved I get about fanzine reviews
'!
comprised of only a listing of the contents, but in this particular
case very little else is needed. Dafoe publishes material of consis'tently high quality, and this issue is ho exception. .."
.
c•
"
’
•.
.
I would, however,
like to make a few comments about Eugene: Hryb*s fanzine review column.
As I said before, it is a most excellent one-. Gene's critical abili
ties are becoming more evident each installment, though (as I must ad
mit, albeit grudgingly) his first fanzine review ("DWE Denouncment" in ;
Revolution) was still better than most currently running. I wonder,
:
though, why he prefers to figuratively look over Koning’s shoulder
rather than to enter into fan activity on his'.own, It seems obvious to
me from the little I've read of his writing that he enjoys reading
fanzines, and enjoys writing for one. It is equally obvious that if he
wished he could contribute greatly to fandom--certainly if he can
write other material as well as fanzine reviews he could, become one of
the better writers in our microcosm. I would personally be overjoyed
if he’d give it a try.
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,.,The appfearance, like the material, is mostly. very fine. Duplication is
just about impeccable, and the artwork--especially some very fine il
lustrations by’Barb! John'son--is of high quality.- The .layouts,, though
not outstanding,'are well done . They wou Id be outstanding i'f John had
-a.few more lettering guides--three is- such a small number ■'to work with.
The justified margins are the ,.highest asset this fanzine has; ■ .Dafoe
wouldn't he Dafoe without them. ■*'
•

HOCUS #15-17 t Mike Deckinge-r,: 85 Locust Avenue, Ml 1 Iburn , • N-. J<.; since
there has been a size and policy Chance between these
.issues, and since Mike hints that the zine may revert to normal or go
six directions at once, I hesitate to print either of the conflicting
..subscription prices.- However, a dime should get you an issue.-no matter
. what sort of change the next•issue heralds^ This is also available for
i exchange, contribution or a letter of comment.; irregular; 26 pages
and 6 pages, respectively.
„
• ..."
It is no coincidence that the first two re
views in this column were of a strict.New Trend fanzine (Xero) and a
strict geheralzine (Da f oe )It dsn11 even coincidental that;I’m now
■
reviewing Hocus, for this is an excellent example of a fartz^ne which'
seems, caughttwixt the devil -and the deep blue sea. Hocus .- strictly •’
.speaking, is a generalzine; however--ahd here I may be wrdng--Mike
seems tq want to change it into a Nev; Trend zine without quite knowing
how to’go) about it. It "is also of interest to note that the best mat
erial in both of these issues ', is material which wouId best‘fit into a
New 'Tre-nd zine. In this, category would fall an article by Alan Burns,
Len Moffat’s review of Psycho, Deckiriger’s Pittcon notes,'a nicely
. done letter;section, and the editorial from the 17th issue. ■ '
'■
. "...
■ '
■
" .
■
... ■
“A11 of
this’/material is good and all .of it would fit quite, nicely into a New ■
Trend zine. Most of the other,material is below average to begin with,'
and it fares poorly by comparison. The editorial of the ?15th issue
falls far below Mike's consirlprable standard of writing, possibly be
cause here--urilike the editorial in #17.--he has nothing’of particular ’
interest to say. The other poor material in this issue ‘is Alan Dodd's
supposedly-humorou.s piece, a fannish piece by. Dill Plott which fails
to Come off-, and an imitation fceif.fer- thing by -Les bllffenberg which is
(a) erronous, (b ) poorly drawn, (c) in bad taste, and (d) dated by 15
months.,
.
' .
?
t : ' ’ ” '
•
There i-s an exception here. One. pieceyof..fannish material--a
parody by Greg Benford—is a,t least as good'as the other material and
possibly better.
. '
.a .
* ■"
> > •
The high point-of Hoqus^ so far is the letter column,
which, in #15, co.ntains letters from Redd Boggs, Les-Nirenberg, Greg ■
Benford, Ron Dennett, Jack Chalker (Baltimore’s, other Fandom) and Har
ry Warner Jr. Mike’s answers and witticisms are sometimes rather fabu
lous.;, such as this comment to Boggs: "If God. is. Gdd he can hardly be
judged by our human standards. ((Yes, Redd, but suppose God is not
God?.))"
' . - '
v' ■
L■
Hocus, as iVstands, is not -a top fanzine,’though logic tells
me that any fanzinb which has been running for 17 issues over a period
of two years should’ be;it-With a little mor e • work, if could be a top
one. I suggest a bit more concern- jwi.th getting quality material, less
foolish editorials and more like the ;orie in #17., and some decent art
work. '
■
■
v
‘
’■
--Ted Pauls
O /

The other day we dropped in on
Darwin Hett, publicity man for
Spaceways Inc., and just in off
the Mars-Darth run.
He’s a small man, space-tanned
and rather anxious to talk a*
bout the advantages of Space
way’s Mars vacation plan.
'

We accepted a cocktail and’ an
hors d’oeuvre.

The hors d’oeuvres were odd,
and we supposed Martian. We
downed one with difficulty.
"took just like salted orange
seeds," we remarked. "What are
they?"

:

"Salted' orange seeds,".said •’ ' ' •
Hett. "People wilPeat anything
at a cocktail party." •
;;
"Really. And these’ little
squares?" , . '
-

■ ■
■'

"Cardboard. Gray cardboard cut
in squares. Take'some apd pass
them. " ■■
- "*■ ■ ■

!

•

"Then these things that look-. ■?
like chicken feet--" • .

■
'

"Real chicken feet," said Hett.
"A novelty." .
.
*

■ .

../ I '

■

'' ‘

.

••

■

"About your Spaceways trip* Our
readers would want .to know-g■ bout safety.;

■

■'

■

'

'

‘

.

"Perfectly safe, b sa.i/d, He-t.t . r •

"Didn ’t ydur last rocket; -fal-1
into the sun?" we asked.

’

"We’d' appreciate it if you
didn't mention that in your
write-up. We've managed to keep
it pretty 'qUiet so fa?;. Running the sch’edu'le we . do , you'.re.,.
'
bound ’to net a few rockets fal
ling into the sun. No use a
larming the vacationers. And
we're covered by insurance, of
course. "

■ ;

’’What about cost?” we asked.

”We have a full range of prices. Of course there isn’t much room on a
spaceship. For eight thousand dollars we nail you in a crate and un^ .
pack you on Mars. The crate is lined-*"
"The deluxe trip?" we interrupted. "All our readers are well heeled.”

"For thirty thousand dollars you get a pneumatic rockingchair. Besides
all-over comf ort, . this . is'a ' big advantage at take-off."
We asked why.
"Wetake off at seven Gsexplained Hett. "All the passengers in the
crates are crushed to death. The deluxe passenger is merely deafened
for life." . • ■
'
’• ’■■■'

"From the noise?"

'

.

.

"No. The acceleration at take-off loosens the skin from your bones,
causing your ears to slide slowly back on your skull. You can tell
old-time space travellers by the fact that both ears are on the back
of their head. I’d appreciate it if you wouldn’t mention that in your
write-up." ,, .
.
;• ' ' '
■*

*

.

"Ie were especially rn'tefested in what Hett had to say about Martian
Marriage Customs.

"There are five sexes on Mat's," said Hett, "instead of the more familar two or three. The procedure is as follows: A Goman takes a Doman
out on a date .and--asks .if it will marry it. It says it will if it can
get a Floomanto accept it.
• ''
"The Doman then has a date with a. Flooman and asks will it marry the
two of them, provided- they "cfiih get a Luman and a Toman in on the deal.

"The Flooman--wel1, anyway, the five of them finally go off to what
ever the Martian> equi.vilent of Niagra Falls is. The whole thing is
pretty confusing and m&y account for the fact that there are so few
Martians."
-

i-

•*-

■"

V

•*’

We asked Hett what eqUiptmen't our'readers should take with them.
"It pays to buy a good grade helmet," said Hett. "The cheaper ones are
apt to crack, causing' a- sensation of breathlessness. On Mars you can
breath 'out all right, but you can’t breath in again. If you’re going
out on.the desert exploring byyburself, take along enough oxygen. No
thing is more .annoying than to find yourself twenty miles from town,
writhing inagony because you can’t breath." It takes part of the fun
out of vacation."
■
' •
.
.
.
? 1

:

-

.

..

A 1

. ■

’

•

. '

.

’

■

"Is it quite safe, to .e.-xplore?-"' we asked. "Are there any dangerous ani
mals?'"' :-.!
■ V'? . _
"No," said'Hett., there are none. ’With the possible exception of the
Brain-Eater; a worm-like Creattire four feet long which moves with
lightning speed and inserts a Stiff appendage into your ear and sucks
’
' .
u •

your brains out.”
"That’s the only dangerous animal?" we asked.
"That’s the only one that will come into the house after you," said
Hett. "If you go out-doors you have to look out for the Martian Bat,
It stuns you with a blow of its beak and then fastens itself to the
base of your skull and sucks the life juices out of your spinal c o 1 imn,
I’d appreciate it if you wouldn't mention that in your write-up.”

"What about climate?” we asked.
"Near-perfe.ct,” said Hett. Daytime temperatures around 70. Nights are
cool and you’ll find you want to slip on a sweater or something when
the temperature drops suddenly to 150 below zero. If you have a ser
viceable p.air of woolen gloves you might want to take them along."

"We're not goinr," we reminded Hett. "We’re merely writing this up for
our readers."
"You might tell your readers not to monkey with Martian drinks," said
Hett. "Stick to Earth drinks, which are served .in most Martian bars.'
Especially beware of Martian ’koodl’ which doesn't taste very strongbut which will slowly filter down through your legs and run out your
toes.".
.
.
. 7

Hett offered us another drink but we felt it was about time tb be get
ting back to the office. As 'we left we couldn't help looking down at
our toes.
'

--John Bailey
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finest form of its kind ever presented. These .plays are. well acted,
well written and almost completely uncensored, and are d e s’i g rre'd
for intelligent viewers, which gives them a limited audience al
ready, They are one of.the few things which television boosters
can point to with pride,
.
■
•. • •
;
-

_

4

■

IN MY OPINIQN, something should be done about .‘the deplorable'.condiI'-‘
- tipn in which television floUders. I wo’uld like to
see this forced sponser domination removed--the sponser shouhd not
be free to edit scripts and' cut out words that may refer to compet
itors. As long as the tyranny of the sponser exists television
will remain at a.. perpe*’ra1 1 ?w ebbo
.
'
■
■
_
_
■ ;■
--Mike DecKinger
’

It Is aproudtdnd lonely
thing, to he so far in the
vahcuard of fahnish’ opinion
that you always seem to be
ten years behind the times®
Fanzines, and the;patterns of
fandom, run inccycies; and
therefore,like the gentle
man
andt'his antiquated over
BY MARION Z. BRADLEY'-'
coat, my personal group of
'opinions on science fiction
and fandom have.been in and
out of f'arsni on-• ha 1 f a dozen
times®
■■ ■:>
• /
•
.
■ - ' •
'
''
'
It looks I now, a s if
■ they ,might be coming into fashion again. All through fandom, in every
fanzine you pick up, one sees such slogans as "the fanzine that dares
Lte discuss science fiction", and such zines'as Discard. Klnple, HabakZg.s.s.g.Xact and Espxxi proclaim stoutly that they are going to dis
cuss Xd£a,s. and damn the fannis’n private-party atmosphere. And, until
another group of Insurgents come along, it looks a.s'if fandom is going
to-he fun-again for us fans who don 't mind beino caught with our ideas
hanging out*'
. fH;.-.
' '■■■■■
I y
y
v§ince- this is not a column of ideasi but a column of fan
zine reviews, I will attempt to put across my idea by reviewing a few
fanzines this time; and at the top of the list is one I haven’t seen
before at all* .which takes a giant step to' the''pinnacle of -the arch.

cry in’ in.-,the SINK

’
.
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XE.RO #2: Pat 8 Dick Lupoff, 215 E. 73 rd St., Mew York 21, N. Y. In
,
some ways this zine reminds me of Harlan Ellison's Dimensions,
which, in spite of a few flaws, still remains at the back of~my mind
as a pretty good pattern for what a fanzine should be. This isn't sur
prising, for at one spot in the zine, somebody or other mentions form
ing a Harlan Ellison fanclub--jokingly, I hope. And like Pimensions,
it has its flaws. It's very seriously set up with a full-page list of
contents, painstakingly lettered in, and an article by Les Sample is
introduced by a full page of lettering-guide blurbing; in short, it
mimicks a printed magazine, and being done in mimeo rather than let
terpress, the imitation doesn't quite come off. ’lit’de’spite the way
the. Lupoffs take themselves so very seriously a's; Cateful -Professional
Editors, when one forgets the ftr’m'a t'"and starts "reading' for subject
matter cine finds that the laboring mountain has for once-produced, not
a mouse but a Matterhorn of damned fine' stuff, Ray Peam contributes a
long, serious and well-thought-out article on fan clubs and what they
can, and should do for the preservation 'of their reasons’ for being;
• Ml k e.. De c k i n g-er. ‘ r e m em be r s -C a n t a i u
o' Avi'th a conciseness, a c 1 a r i ty
and; a talent which .malees me feel' that Mike wilTW the ‘netft recruit
in a long and honorary list including Ted Cogswell-,' Jim’ "Harmon, Dob
Siiilverherg ,a;nd Harlan: Ellison-->he is. betting just- too •good’''for fan
zines, but I hope he sticks around for a" long, long time. Passino over
the crossword puzzle without comment (but it isn’t easy, believe'me),

'
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Ted White does art equally nood job on Superman, raising a
nec'tajgic twinges for my own ten-year-old addiction to those colored pages.
Les Sample does some bumbling along the subject of "Is Ted Pauls a
Poltergeist" which left me knowing little more than before, and there
is a reasonably diverting, and very capable, book review section by
■ ■
Larry Harris--a writer who does all too little for fanzines--dealing
with all the new paperback novels including his own. Not surprisingly,
his own was the only one for which he didn’t have a good word, (Well,
what else could he do?) The issue is rounded out with a rather puzzling
letter column; puzzling because--where the rest of the format is, if
anything, a trifle too flcssy--it’s almost one solid mass of type,
letters set off from one another only by a blank space or two, and
looks as if the editors not tired of what they were doing halfway
through. Who can blame them, with the work that went into therest of
the zine? Incidentally, this one is not sold; it's obtainable only-un
der thO old "Free to contributors" arrangement, or for trades. We
heartily concur,
ESPRIT #28 Daphne Buckmaster, 8, Buchanan Street, Kirkcudbright, Scot
land. From one extreme to the other; Daphne Buckmaster’s
eciually meaty zine is produced almost without physical editing at all.
However, the controversies come so fast and furiously that one never
feels the lack of white space or decorative desinn--thou-h a little
heavier paper would be appreciated if Madame Puckmaster could possibly ■
spare the shillings; I find myself unavoidably reading both sides
of the page at once. Nan Gerding, in an all-too-rare fanzine appearante, declares flatly that "History is not. bunk" and speaks a rare
word of defense for that much derided art.-Jack Wilson talks about
psychosomatics, and there are many, many long letters--but thepe is.enough formally presented material' to keep this from degenerating into
.
a letterzine or private discussion group where the steady contributors/
talk to one another’ in a tight little circle. This., of course/ (as one
of Daphne’s editorial remarks points out), is the major danger of a •-/
think-piece zine; a. few controversies get taken up heavily, hashed
'
over and over, with the correspondents replying.to one another, disa
greeing and agreeing, making charges, countercharges and sidelights
on the la st letter-writer’s letter-before-last; and within a few is
sues', the•new-reader is bewiIdered'by ,a feeling that .he hasicome in in
the middle of the- fourth of a series of panel discussions .• If Esprit,
can avoid this.danger--and it looks that way--itwill soon have a col
lection of the best minds in fandom doing their .best for the ,spirit of
the zine.
; ‘
..

WX STAR JAN2JW5

'

YANDRO #94: Robert & Juanita Coulson, Route #3, Wabash,.Indiana. As I
said in, the last installment of this column,.. Y,andro- -comes
a Ion-’ with steadiness and skill; but Juanita’s absenceat college has
cut down on the amount of time they Can £pend on presentation and for
mat, and as a result, it suffers and so dothe faithful readers. This
issue--with a two-color Hallowe’en cover of Count Dracula out Trick-orTreating at the Blood pank--relies very heavily on a-column by Dob
Tucker which I seem to have read somewhere else already, and an over
sized letter column which made interesting reading but tended just a
little toward the defect mentioned above. It’s still sizably above the
run of the fanzine grist.

’

DISCORD #.7 j Redd Boggs, 2209 Highland Place NE, Minneapolis 21, Minne
sota. The unkind phrase "diarrhea-Colored paper" comes to
mind every time I look, at this issue of Discord, but except for the
title, which I consider noticeably inferior to Retrograde, the color
of the paper is all I can find to dislike about this next in an almost
unlimited series of titles from the formidable Gafia Press, I request
ed Redd to remove my name from the masthead (its presence there, ,of
course,'was one of his little jokes) So that- I could give this zine
the truly unlimited praise I think it deserves, without sending like
the NFFF praising their own projects...or, on the other hand, like
Larry Harris, disparaging a zine because my name appears on it. The
stated policy of this zine seems to laud "nonconformity and anarchism',’
and state that a brick through a window can be a valid form of social
protest ,(am I the only fan with nerve enough to disagree?) but the
majority of the zine seems to be dedicated to smashing only prejudices
and preconceptions. Redd takes Jim ^lish gently to task for not coming
up to his own hioh standards, snarls at Elmer Gantry, and lets several
racist bigots hang themselves by printing their fug-’head statements .
verbatim without comment. Discord would he a four' star fanzine--.if
there were more of it.
.

■

TWO STAK W\NZ1j\TS

' ■

SI FANx 193 Battery Place NE, Atlanta 7, Georgia.- Edited by Jerry
Burge and a committee of the Southern 'Fan Group a'bqut whom I
was so unkind last time. This zine is considerably more, like it, though
I still don’t much care for the thin white paper’ and the smeary mimeography, which strains my red-rimmed eyebones. Jerry hints at a title
change for the next issue, saying he isn't going to become another
Amra, for the Sax Rohmer fans’. He could do worse. The editorial con- ■
tains several neofannish pleas for-material, and little else; tylike
Deckinger (for the love of Mike, how do you DO it?) comments on the
Future of Fantasy, four or five pages are wasted on a crudely drawn
noncomic .strip, there is a- lot of bibliographic material which.pre
sumably makes some people drool with pleasure--! don't dig it myself—
and the lettercolumn features a letter from somebody called Belcher
which I presume was not intended to be as funny as it was, lengthily
and clumsily chiding Jerry for his "obscenity" and "nudes’’—a letter
which' I thought the young editor handled with commendable restraint;
he could easily have made, this- character look ridiculous, and. the ten
dency to parody is almost irresistable when attacked like this. His
dignity and good sense in dealing with this one character convinces me
that one of these days something good will come out of Atlanta, fan
wise, after all.

PARSECTION #2: George Willick, 306 Broadway, Madison, Indiana. The
masthead also carries the names of Joe. Hensley andLynn Hickman. Most of Parsectioh is a sort of symposium,by midwest
.•
fans, kicking around, the chewed up leftovers of Ear1'Kemp’s famous
symposium. The third and fourth time around, this stuff seems a little.:
tired; but maybe'next time they’ll find something new to talk about.
The physical production, like a*i Hir^m.-azines , is immaculate and a
little- offhand*
• .
•
t

•
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--Marion Zimmer Bradley

DICK LUPOFF
The reason I’m writing is twofold. First,
215 E. 73rd ST.
with regard to the matter of The Rumble, I
NEW YORK 21, N. Y. think you see more divergence between Ted’s
description and ours—ours. mind yous Pat,
Walter rreen and me, not' just me--than actually exists.
......
As for
that line about the three hoods being "visibly frightened";
well, that’s a question of observation and recollection, and •
frankly, I was pretty scared myself and thus not observing too
wells Now, as for the question of whether or not there were
more than three hoods present. no one, no one knows (except
the hoods themselves). We saw three; two were talking to us and
the third was some thirty yards or so distant. There could have
been a few .more, a great many more, or no more withirv running
distance should a fioht have developed. I simply do not kn.ow;
Ted does not know either.
.
■
.
The second point is the comics sym
posium. There are a number of points which I cap clear'up, as
your writers apparently are working from memory while'I have
some files of my own, some others available to me, arid a letter
. awaiting publication in Xero, 3 or 4 from Otto Finder.
'
’
’
Since
> that name arises, let’s start by telling Ruthie that it W3S Ot**
to alone, not Earl and Otto (E--and-J2) who worked on Captain
Marvel--yery extensively--and who wrote Jon Jari. Earl had. left'
the team well before that, hue Otto kept the. joint name for
reasons better known to himself than to me, >
•
’ ...
.
•’
■
.
'
,.
Moving 'from Ruth to
Ted White, he was ' rioht ■ in telling you that the Flame you refer '
to was really The Human Torch. He should have told you, howevpr,
that there really was a character known as The. Flame around
1940. He wasn’t very good, afid didn’t' last very long. He bore
little resemblance and no relation to TorChy. '
.... .

GEORGE SPENCER ■
Thank’s for K j p p 1 e 7-, Terry Carr’s remark 83.02 DONNYBROOK LANE about your layouts joltbd .me into'rea;liCHEVY CHASE 15, *MD.. . zin^ how good they real ly ar,e. You’ve-been'
•,
improving gradually -and--if I’m not m.,istaken--addinp lettering guides until you've got a darn'vgddcl
looking fanzine. (-(Actually, I haven’t purchased a lettering ....
guide since.January of this year.-Fut this Comment interacted . ■
me so much that I went through my file of Kipf? 1 e and count'e-d -i
the number of different styles of lettering, including Hand- '
lettering- and. various improvisions. Findings arf as follbwss. .
four styles in KI, five in K2, six in K3, eight-in K4jseven in
K5, eight again , in K6, and fifteen styles of lettering in the <
7th issue! I can see, now,, how you would hav.e 'gotten thri'impression that I. was adding guides**)) There aren't many improve
ments you. could mak'e, outside of adding- a cover, and that might

not he such a great improvement. There are a couple of extremely minor
things which would help, though. First of all, you’re getting a hit of
offset. Have you tried slip-sheeting? (( As the situation stands at
present, it takes me approximately two hours to duplicate one sheet-during which time I must turn the crank with one hand and feed the pa
per with the other. ("Towers the only mimeograph with the automatic
feed mechanism that doesn't work,-) Does that answer your question?-))
I had another suggestion, too, hut I seem to have forgotten it, so it
couldn’t have been very important. I just flipped through' the zine a
gain and am astonished anew at how good the layouts are. Mo kidding.
In fact, for a fanzine which uses almost no illustrations, Ki pele is
one of the handsomest things I've ever seen, (-(I’ve been telling my
self over and over again (while I watch the sun rise over my mimeoscope...) that eventually there'd be a comment like this to make the
whole thing Worthwhile. Thank you for restoring my faith in humankind.
## But what’s this about "almost no art"? I am absolutely sure that no
fanzine in existence has less art than Ki.pp.le, Oh, I see... You were
thinking about the heading design for "The Top Shelf" last issue as
the exception. Well, that was all done with a straight edee except for
the beercan and other little funnies I added.-))
Ah, I just thought of
the other suggestions Have you ever considered using some color paper
other than that buff-color? I shouldn't think it would be much more
trouble to use, say, two colors ^like green and blue) and use one co
lor every other issue, The buff color you're using is not the most at
tractive color, especially when it’s used with such monotony, ((While
it may not be the most attractive color, it is. the best available in
this city. This particular paper (APDick Mimeotone) is available here
in four colors- tan, yellow, green or pink. The creen (which is a very
dark green) would look far worse than this buff ''tan); and the other
two colors are very light and ’thus .wou Id double the show-through. If
Ted White was still in town, I would undoubtedly still be using Mas
terweave, which is just about the best mimeograph paper at any price,
though it costs only $1.33 per ream,))
In regard,, to your bone-picking
with White on the nature of the "rumble," I would say .this: Granted,'
the fans had no right to endanger the life of an infant. I agree with
your general outlook in this matter, But: Somehow I get the feeling
that you are attributing rational planning to an incident which is es
sentially irrational. You say that "if there was a rumble shaping up,
there were not likely to be only three hoods." Here I think you are
reading the connotations of the words "rumble" and "hoods" into an in
cident which' can only be approximately described in these words. You're
probably making more of the thing than it was--namely, just three
punks with nothing better to do than give a scare to some people on a
picnic. In this sense, I think White is correct in stating that you
are thinking in stereotypes. ((Since I was not present at the scene of
this incident, I must necessarily base any and all conclusions regard
ing it solely on the observations of those who were present. If those
observations are incorrect, then it follows that my conclusions will
be likewise incorrect. At the time I wrote the original comments on
this incident (Q&N Kipple #2, also Xe.ro #1) I had seen only The Rumble
as my source of information. In that magazine, both "a rumble" and
"three hoods" are refered to; it should therefore be quite logical to
believe that the punks were "hoods" (which is actually only another
way of saving ".id") and that there was. a rumble shaping upc-))

MIKE DECKINGER In regard to the white fixation with negro.girlss while
85 LOCUST A.yE.
I've encountered very few white men myself, going aMILLBURN, N. J. round with neoro girls, according to the newspaper ac
;
counts I've read, the white southerners feel,it's per
fectly alright to rape negro girls, even though they have no intention
of marrying- them. (4l know you didn't mean anything of the sort, but it
does seem as if you're saying that white men who rape white women in- '
variably end up marrying them...4) I wonder if Conner is of the ilk
•
that believes negro girls are feminine .enough^to warrant raping, but
still not worth marriage?
While George Spencer's remarks concerning
film stars sound logical on the surface, there are still examples where
they wouldn't apply. Granted, one shouldn't boycott a star's film, sim•
ply because the star has a tendency for radical thinking, but then
, ■ George, what about the cases where black-listed screenwriters are per
mitted to do screenplays. A good example of this was Preminger's hiring
of Dalton Trumbo to do the screenplay for Exodus. Trumbo was one of the
infamous twelve who took the fifth amendment at the Congressional hear
ings -about a dozen years ago, and thus far the ultra-American, American
Legion Magazine has advised everyone to boycott the film, because it’s
possible Trumbo was a communist, and is using the. medium to expound on
his views toward communism. I find it hard to-believe that radical com
mie and other subversive propaganda could be written into a picture in
the first place but that's what they say. There is of course no evi•:
dence that Trumbo ever was a communist, or .-that-he has wriiten such a
doctrine into the screenplay, so I intend to ignore the American Legion
remarks, as I generally do anyway.
.
.
.
.
•

,

■

LES NIRENBERG
I agree with Marion Bradley when she says this bus1217 -.WESTON RD.
. iness of dating is wrong.. Kids .today have indeed
TORONTO 15, ONTARIO been brainwashed. Too many .of them are concentrat
.
ing on developing a phony outside sugary personal!ty. This can only lead to emotional troubl'es. T'.m really amazed at the
scores- of kids,- (especially girls) in school who seem to have this thing
about joining clubs and trying to prove tha-t they are popular and have
good .personalities.
.... . '
.
This fetish for personality is nothing new; it’s
been developing for years. I remember a girl who was selected as the
most-popular girl in school (when Iwas going.to high school) simply
because she rattled 3/4 of the guys in the Student’s Council. All this
because she was trying to develop her personality and become popular-. '

Put what I'm trying to say is that this business of developing a per
sonality has been driven into kid's heads:, through advertising, televi■ . sion, and by their parents; and they've lost just about everything as
far as realizing basic values is concerned. A.nd 1,'m not talking about
■
the jds, but about the "good kid'sfThese are the .same kids who jump
,
■ off bridges because they've got pimples. They .are far more dangerous
than the jd-types because they harm themselves- and kids as a whole, and,
••-may become twisted inside while maintaining a cool, calm exterior. The- ■
■ inside is rotten while the outside loo'k s : grand. The ir children will be
more easily succeptible to traumas and such from taking examples from,
their parents.
■■■'.,
. ;
• _
. ' ;
■ On' the other hand jds raise hell., but on the inside I’d
say they were better adjusted than the 'personality kid’. Except for ’
the odd one who is a nut anyway, and would still be a nut whether he
was a jd or a Personality Kid,

•

■

■■
•

1

HARRY WARNER JR. Ted White’s column is unusually interesting! this time.
423 SUMMIT.AVE. I wish I could agree with his remarks about sex, beHAGERSTOWN, MD, cause sex problems could he greatly eased if Ted’s
suggestions were adopted by the world. Put I'm afraid
it isn't.quite this simple. One simplification that I dislike is the
;
one that describes the sex urne as analogous to hunger. It just isn't
so; you must eat to stay alive and you can stay alive indefinitely
without sex and even without any discoverable subliminations. Another
doubtful thesis is that every "satisfactory form of sublimination"
;
warps the personality. I have known priests, nuns, homosexuals, old men
who concentrated on tiny girls, and various others who definitely did■
n't enqage in qrth.odox sex who were’much happier than s‘6me healthy,
"normal" men,. I imagine that Ted; endorse pre-marital sex, not pre-martial as you have typed it, because of the difficulties that the latter
would involve for those -who can't meet the physical requirements of the , .
armed forces. .Put there .are, more difficulties here; some people, like
' .
some birds,, Seem' to be/by .very nature arid instinct monogamist, and mon- ' '
keying around with different partners until the time came for marriage
'
might set u~ 'more personality troubles than i-t- would cure. I've always ,
suspected that jealousy and monogamy are reflated and are proof that in. . /.
an ideal world each person would pick one mate early and stick to that
mate to the end; even the worst philanderer can become as outraged as
;
Othello if his current woman happens to take an’ interest in someone
else. Rather than try to reform society's thinking about sex mores
<
right away,.I think the best thing would be strono efforts to-bring '
contraceptives gut of their secluded existence and to introduce com- ‘
pletely frank and thorough sex education course in high school, Start-,,
ing in junior high.
.
.
•
.
■
' •
' ■ ' •
...
Maybe there isn’t, time to do s6,:-;but it seems to me
that, one way the newstand .operator could solv'e his magazine problem
would be by glancing at his .display rack every time that he sells a ' - ,
magazirie, to- see if any more remain,tof that particular title; if riot, '
scribble the title on a slip of paper, and turn the^slips ever to the
'
distributor *,s driver the next time he arrives. (-(Thoughnumber of re-,
tailers would probably consider this,.a waste of time arid not worth fhe
.
trouble, it is still the most ;workable solution I have seen suggested
to date «_■)) .
;
i
• ,
"i - ” ■
Your esp data this time sounds pretty shaky, to me. Ba'ltimo're'
has an .important fire several times a week, you're enough of a fire
•
buff to mention it in letters to; indiv-idu-als sever al- time s a week, and. ...
it's only logical that the two events should occasionally coincide.
'
(■(Reading the rather incredible news that Baltimore has an important"
fire "every day" in a letter, from ,P.ob Lich.tmah rather c'roggled me, but
then of course Dob doesn't.know much about Baltimore; however, you, of ,
all people, should know enough about, the city and its fires to avoid
making the statement . that:BaItimore "has an important fire several
times a week." Of course, from the viewpoint of a reporter,"any'multi
ple-alarm fire is an important one--which is ttksaya newsworthy one.
.
And undoubtedly if one of this city's lesser fires were transferred to
.
Hagerstown--which is, after all, much smaller than BaItimore (about .one, .
twelth it’ s size, as a matter .of,; fact.. .J--it wouId‘then be an import ''
tant fife. In fire-buff circ Les,. however-an "importa'-rit" fire must be
'
a t least three-a l arms, and only then if in a factory or building es- . .
tabli'shment. The type of fire ..-I .was talking about-—and the type that
.. .
occurred while I was writing.;. Dona ho and .••Sard'll--is. a six-alarm fire,. .It
so happens 'that there hqs.n'.t ...been a s*ix.--.ala-rm fir’e 'stn^e ''Ju.de- ’21'st- .of
’.
this year', and'the las s imporxa.pt 1,1 re-.-.-(8; a 1 arms X wa’s 'iiv Au’gust.• "Si'll ce ’’

' b-

- ■ r ;h\34. h/h-p.4'

then, there hasn’t been a fire worth its salt.4)
MIKE BECKER
I’m not too sure that--to get my four cents* in on the
5828 CONWAY RD. semi-rumble--the fans concerned in the incident would
BETHESDA 14, MD. have been risking the life of an incident by fighting
any more than by leaving. The gangs in New York may be
different from those here and in Pittsburgh, and in any case, each
•
batch is different; but those that I've run across--or, more properly,
those that have run across me--have been even more willing to fight if
their opponents show signs of backing down. Particularly if they are
showoffs, and their intended victims are not visibly sick, aged, or
otherwise infirm, they get great pleasure out of "showing those yellow
bastards how to fight." I don’t think that the hoods would have harmed
the child in any case, aside from accidental harm incurred during a ..
fight; few have the stomach for that sort of .thino. But if they had
been dispose-! to hurt the ’ aby, they would have been just as likely to
do so if the fans walked away peacefully.
. •
•"
•
;
I am curious about your co-m- '
me'rft on Ruth Berman's letter. I do like Unkno.wn-ty pe fantasy, and don’t .
admit that it was written for an audience "with limited -ability for I-’’
maginatioh. ". Granted, a poor story of this type can be more sickening
than, almost anything else--"The Mislaid Charm"--and grante-d that even '
some,of the, enjoyable stories are written for the audience you describe
and fun for little other than light enjoyment; still, many of the stor
ies of that type--particularly de Camp and- Pratt's, and some of Stur
geons,, such as "Shottie Bop"--are first rate. Not "great literature,"
.
perhaps,. and certainly, palling if read* to the exclusion of everything
else..But.even you apparently read stories• for the fun of it--witness
the first sentence of your Deathworld review--and many of the Unknown
type fantasies are exceedingly enjoyable,
■
' "J
.

■

'

REDD BOGGS
-• Allowing.for the fact that Ted White may not have
220'9 HIGHLAND PL,,..NE quoted Bill Conner with complete accuracy and may
MINNEAPOLIS 21,.MINN., not have. conveyed all. the unspoken connotations
.
of whpt he did say,Conner'certainly’does sound
"con fu sed.," s i f not sickj It hardly matters whether he said it tobe de
liberately ’ insulting and contemptous or as a serious and considered
analysis of the;PauIsian;attitude. A? for "the fascination southern
white males .develop for Ne^ro girIs,"; I doubt whether it is generally
based on an appreciation for exotic beauty. Many males, especially
.
those brought up in a rigid class structure•like those of the south,
traditionally assert their virility upon women of the lower ‘classes’because they,are considered "fair game," as women of their own class are
not. For the same reason servant nir 1 s wefe: "fascinatinef"-objects of',
interest to the gentry of-old England. . ....
■ .
...»
"Quotes and-Notes": The fanzine; '
"which exists..purely . as a vehicle for the exchange of idea’s" if of
.
course traditionally to be' found in FAPA, the ,prototype Heine*'Jack
Speer's once famous .duo, Sustaining Program- and Matters, of Opinion. 'It
is more rare in the general fanzine field, but as you point out, it is
by no mean.s unknown. I'm not sure .that I'd consider the fanzines you’
name as "purely" vehicles .:fpr ideas, but most of them do;talk- about i- •
deas in the way Daphne Buckmaster seems to have' meant. Tt-’s Interesting
to note that there's- no. British .fanzine mentioned on your list aside
from Daphne's own fanzine, .Esprit; thus, it's ha'rdly to be wori-dered at
that she was unaware of the phenomenon.
Somebody was generalizing that
o r

"People with Inferior minds talk mostly about Other people; those with
ordinary minds talk about things; and those with superior minds talk a
bout ideas." This may be true to some extant, (and of course it’s a nice
observation to drop into a conversation because you instantly stamp .
yourself as in the "superior mind" category since this is an idea).
Most people evidently have ordinary minds--always talking about cars.
But it hardly holds true about fandom. (/No intellectual, emotional or
sociological generalization which is apparent in the mundane world '
would hold true in fandom. There is a great difference between,. say,
fifty fans and< fifty ordinary people picked at random, on all three' of
these planes,This is because fandom, unlike philately or crocheting,
attracts a specific type of individual.’## Your comment that "Most
people evidently have ordinary minds" strikes me as being screamingly
funny. To me, "ordinary" has always meant "average"; since the- average
of anything is determined by the majority, it therefore follows that
the majority ("most people") are averagejj I think it beyond doubt :.
that British fandom has a3 higher’ average IQ than American fandom-, and
yet the fans over there spend most of their time in fanzines talking
about people--their experiences at cons and on trips to London, Bel
fast, etc. (^It may well be true that British fandom has' a higher aver
age IQ than American fandom, but why do you think it beyond doubt? No
"
one really knows, because no one has ever ^bothered to find out--it ’is
probably impossible to find out for sure,- especially in America where .
students entering various levels of school and applicants for various
jobs that require IQ-tests are not told their IQ. I personally have no
idea what my 1-0 may be, though I have taken several -different types of •
IQ-test--dd you know your own?-))
•
■ i 1
’■
"The Monkey’s Viewpoint": From what '
little I can remember of a few coller-e courses that touched o‘n the mat
ter, I suspect that a good many of the statements made herein are ob-« ?
viously untrue. "No monkey ever deserted his wife," of course, since
mating among monkeys is not developed to the point where there can be
such things as "wives," but I'll wager that monkeys desert mates and' (. . ’
offsprihg--supposino for a moment that there are family groups strongly
developed, in which males are responsible for "supporting" offspring.
.
While a monkey obviously doesn't "build a fence 'round a ,cocoa.nut
tree," surely the concept of ownership appears- among '.some-,of the higher
primates, and i_f it does,’ the fences are there, visible or, not.»,? There
:
is indeed a logical contradiction here.: the concept of. monkey "wives"'
presupposes the concept o!f ownership, and; if. it- is- npt yet,.extended to
the idea that cocoanut trees'as well as:ifemale'5 "belong" to somebody,
1
it proves- nevertheless that the three monkeys idiscussihg thiqgsin that
-.tree are wrong and that man did descend. from‘them :!a ft er alii His insti- '
tutions are found in embryo among them. .,(41 be-lieve you ar,e, taking this ;.
niece entirely toft-literal ly. Monkey "wives," for ins tahces: while,; of
,, course mating is not developed to that point, I think the writer had it
in mind to make this poem easier for a human -being t.o read., .Teopie ha-’”
bitually think in..terms of "husband" and - "wi f e*’p I ; have Jjeard people :
refer even to dogs and cats in this ’ mannerPeople .'just dg-npt express
•themselves in terms of "mates" wherpthe words’ "husband";\.and" '"wife", are'
so convenient* A good writer, ■’r.eali.z.ing. ,thi s , would ,use Lt;h,e human.sterm’s
-■even for non-humans. j## :No-w, to the more- .sc i ent if ic: aspects., of ;.yftur
■comments. Though I don’t, knftw much about monkey s'--I’•■Ve rea.d. about a :
dozen books on zoology*, containthg perhaps a total Of 3,00,-paoes on1 mo’n- ’
. keys--I’d be inclined to question whether,-, .or nnot the ’ higher,, .primates
have any conception of ’ persbhhldwnership* As I redial 1) gorillas 4 the
highest form of monkey , ;.of : course ) live in clans of three or four dif-

ferent family groups, as for instance a ’'pride" of lions. In such a
case, the concept of group ownership would replace that of personal. t- . '
ownership. There are some species of m.onkey and ape which are "soli
tary" animals, though offhand I don't reCall any. Apes definitely live
in either family groups or clan groups;•babboons live in even larger
clan groups which are termed tribes; most of the smaller monkeys live _
in large groups, possibly on the premise that there is strength in num
bers. I think, the Orangutan of Borneo and Sumatra is a solitary ape,
hut I'm not sure* Walter Breen knows more about this than I do, I believe--perhaps he’d' fill us in?-))
«.
,
Marion Bradley., as ever, has the
courage of her convictions and has never had much to do with the all
femme projects She condemns in "Cryin' in the Sink," hut Ithink that,
as ever, she over-states her case. Femi z ine and such projects were not
ell that bad, and Femizine, at least, was quite successful for years#
As for "the mundane wives" who "collect ina little group and talk a
bout clothes and kids," I must admit that I've done my duty (if such.it.
is) in talking-about such things with at least one mundane wife, even
if I'm not a femfan'such as MZB is talking about. (4 Or any other kind.,,
eh?-)) I didn’t really have to, but--I hope I can say this without being
misunderstood--! was fond enough of this lady to enjoy talking to her
about (her) clothes and (her) kids. After all, mundane wives aren’t all,-,
dull, just because they’re "mundane."
•
Marion as always is pretty sharp
in her analyses, but I can't agree with her comments on The Neolithic.
I do agree that NeoL doesn’t quite live up to its promises, but when
Marion says that Ruth Berman "slipshodly narrates part of her Pittcon
report"...! I honestly don’t think Ruth could writ-e "slipshodly" if
she tried. In any case I think Nco L is much better than either you ot
Marion have said. (O often disagree with Marion's estimate of the fan
zines she reviews--! feel, for instance, that Di scord, a Three Star..
.
Fanzine, belongs in the Four Star Category; that The Meo 1ithic, a Two
Star Fanzine, merits three; and that New. Frontiers and Yandrb deserve
lower ratings than they've gotten to date.^)
.
'

ART CASTILLO
I must say this Conner character is one of the
■■
507| GREENWICH ST.
funniest ignoramuses ever to adorn a fanzine letSAN FRANCISCO, CALIF, ter column. He reminds me somewhat of the fugg- .
heads who used to write in to Hickman's JD on the
"racial problem,"- some of them’ unconditionally convinced that Negroes ,
exuded an especially unpleasant body odor which set them apart from
polished and scrubbed Caucasians. But this is just the sort b.f patho
logical conviction that crawls around unseen in the skulls of otherwise:
sane and sensible people until something that touches their own inner
insecurity brings it out in the open,
.
The strictures against promiscu
ity or the notion of an "innate" preference for Caucasians would not be
supported by any field anthropologist with an IQ over 110. I cite .Me,ad,
Benedict, Redfield, Malinowski, Radin,, among, others. I find C.onne'rds .
dull-witted generalizations especially irrelevant in view of the. fact,
that 6 years ago I was’ living with a Neoro girl, quite dark, with pre
dominately negroid features. There was nothing "exotic" about jt: I.,
simply loved her as. a personality and considered her an excellent lay
and that was all there'was to it. At that time I al so happened!to spend
7 months living in the Black Belt of Chicago, the toughest neighborhood
in the North, and was accepted as an "outsider" which is more than I
can say for an inverse situation in white suburbia.

....
...,
,<
' ".t-V '
. :
■ ,
.
Possibly I was fortunate in being raised in a neighborhood that was z'
two-thirds ,’’colored". With lucid clarity I .can remember that during my
childhood it never even entered my head that negroes exi sted, until
. .
someone finally, at the age of six, told me the facts of life.
.■
.
■
' ■ ■
"' i :
■
In re..... .
"drugs",1 anything if taken in excess can be considered a narcotic. One
of the most amu“s*ing pastimes is to .follow the ins and outs of the U.S.
Pharmacopium which "officially" lists which -drugs can be peddled by • y r
pharmacists and which are illegal. This is published every five years
’
and sometimes rum and brandy are on the list and sometimes off, I knew.,
a fellow who could get "high." on aspirin-, and of course the spices in
grandma's cabinet offer untold possibilities. You -can get high on water.
if you drink enough of it at one time. (Xi find this rather difficult .L; ’.
to believe, though of course I have no idea what you mean by "enough of
it". I suppose, though, that it might be possible to retain enough of
.
any of the’ chemical additives used to purify"water to have some. effect,
I shudder to think of the amount of water-drinking this would entail.4).
Let’s be good science-fictioneers a.nd project a future society in which
everyone considers only alcohol and opium socially acceptable., A desert .
prospector crawls ,up to, the front door, his bloated tongue dragging on • , r-- ;
the doorstep. "Wat'-er!, Water!" he rasps at the horrified housewife ?who
opens the door-. She s hr elks s' "Sam! Sam, phone -the policed There’s?.a >•> . '
junkie out here!"
J
.,.
.

BOB LICHTMAN
:
Yout "New Trend" for which you blow the 'big horn- -.
6137 S. CROFT AVE. ’
in this issue's Quotes 8, Notes, isn't really
;
LOS ANGELES 5.6, CALiy. that ne.w. In one form or another, it's nearly
always been around. If you ever get a chanc.e to
read through some issues- of Vom, you'll find lots of serious^ hon-Sf-nal.
discussion. And .£^mz.i.ne. has delt with this sort of thing for .years- and
years. In fact,.a lot of FAPAzines have concerned themselves "with the:.,..;’
problems of the Real World. (4My point was that never before :h.ad there,
been so many of this tyre fanzine, especially in general fandom.Not
only that, but these discussion magazines--actually Lupoff’s term,
:
"pith-zines" is better--.are; (mostly the top magazines of the d'ay. -This
is not merely my opinions 'in "Cryin' in The -Sink"■ this issue, Marion * ' ■
reviewed three pithzin’es; two of them rated Four' Star s ,* and one of them
Three Stars. (Admittedly, t. thought Discord: ahd-Es.pr.it shou Id’ ha ve .been :
inverted, but even if this were dpn.e it would' not change this basic
•
fact...The fact that I often disagree with Marion's opinions of the 'fain- . '
zines she-reviews does not make these opinions any less valid,' as we
are usually looking for different things in fanzinesJ whereas I review • .
a fanzine in most cases by its objective quality and how well it com-;
pares with other fanzines, Marion adds to this the more subjective elerments su,ch as the promise shown for future issues (conversely, .i#hei) I
.. :.
review a fanzine there are no future or past issues; just the'.one at
—
hand), and the objective of the fanzine. No one' dan say which of these
methods is the best one, hut I suspect that the best of all1 Vo'ssible J,. I--.
reviews would be a combination of :t.he; two. )4 ) Kippl.e iW't' the,’ohly
' - '
monthly fanzine in the croup you selected, either; Ruthd berm an''s' The ' ' ?
ifjeol.it.hlc. is also a rred.nthly--it- says so on every issue,‘ right* up under. . *....
the title. (41 don't want to quibb.l e, bu t a f a nzd ne which a ppear s twice* j ;•
in August is not a. monthly. Too, issues- of NebL appear at varying
•
times of the month , 'whereas ■ Kippig. appears, on the.tenth. Period; I 'cer- .
tainly don’t want to give . the . impression..that I 'rib-putting' down Ruth or .. •
her mag ; I jus t wanted to c lear up your ■ miss t atemen t'i'4 ) f:"; ’
'’
'
. The fact that
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there’s a fire *v^ry time you write about fires in a letter to someone
is hardly indicative of any connection of the two events. In a large
metropolitan area such as the one in which you live there must be at
least one, fire every day, probably more. ({Actually, if you count lust
any .old .thing, - there are anywhere between 10 and 100 fires in a '24 hour
period.in this city. This includes brush fires, automobile fires, dwel
ling fires, and dumpsters. During the busy hours (which vary but usual
ly extend from 4:30 pm to 7:30 pm) there are usually 15 or 20 pieces of
apparatus out of service at any given moment. (The entire department of
this city contains 58 regular engine companies, 30■hook-&-ladder truck
companies, approximately 25 pieces of special equiptment (floodlight
trucks, high pressure hose companies, chemical engines, etc.), 15
chiefs, and about 25 pieces of reserve equiptment.) If a box is pulled,
anywhere from five companies (suberban areas) to twelve companies (ex
treme areas of danger such as the waterfront and commercial districts)
will respond. This is known as a "first alarm". Multiply this by six
and you have an idea of the size and extent of the fires which occurred
while I was writing Sarill and Donaho. ## oh yes, in regard to the num
ber of companies out of service: more firefighters decide to quit their
jobs during the first two weeks of May than at any other time. This is
the time of 'rush fires. This may be pretty hard for a visitor who has
walked through the downtown area of Baltimore to believe, but there are
vast stretches of woods and fields within the city limits. Periodically
these areas burn up. One such--a wooded area of approximately five
square miles a few blocks from 1448--was destroyed in May of this year.
Firefighters from nine companies remained on the scene from noon until
nine o’clock at night before the fire was out, This probably won’t seem •
very important to one accustomed to have vast sections of Angeles Na
tional Park destroyed every once in a while, but believe you me it’*s
absolutely one of the worst parts of being a firefighter. Any fire- ’ - =
fighter would prfer a good fire in a wharehouse or such to a woods or
dump, fire, ##Mighod, hadn't you ever been warned not to mention fires
to -me? If I hadn't stopped myself before I got warmed up,- I might 'have"
gone on for two or three pages.4)
I am quite sure that my writing you
about.fires right now isn't going to cause a fire here in Los•Angeles.
This is because it's been rainino all day. Of course-, • there'* s always
chemical fires... ({What makes you think that a fire won’t start just
because it’s been raining all day? It doesn’t rain inside the buildings
in LA, does it?))
■
••
■
Anent‘Cochran ' s comments regarding book banning, it
seems to me that in high school what you may or may not read for a book
report in an English class depends a lot on the English teacher. For
instance, last year there were two teachers teaching English to seni
ors. One of them was a rather old fug$headed bitch, who would only let
the students choose books from a straight and narrow list. The other
teacher, whom- I had, thank ghod, would let you read n'early anything you
wanted, provided it was by a British author. During the year in that
.
class, oral and written hook reports were given on such nasty, obscene,
pornographic things-as "Brave New World," "1984," "Lolita," "Doctor
Zhivago," "Lady Chatterly's Lover," "Grapes of Wrath,"- "Elmer Gantry,"
and on and on. In the other class, the reports ran more to stuff like
"The Pickwick Papers" and "Vanity Fair". Of which: yech!

LEN MOFFATT
I enjoy a variety of subject matter in fanzines, as long
10202 BELCHES as science fiction and fantasy are not entirely neglect
DOWNY, CALIF. ed, Fans come from many walks of life and what they have

to say on disa and data reflects this—usuaIJy in Whht I'think is an
interesting manner. Writing or drawing for fanzines tends to loosen in
hibitions. I think fans will speak more freely in the pages of fanzines
than, say, when they are writing a letter to a relative or a friend--in
mundania--and generally speaking, this is good. I don’t particularly
■
mean the free use of four letter words, but freedom of expression and
thought..That!s one reason I’ve stayed in fandom all these years. Fan
zine writing and publishing is one of the few fields left where there
are no taboos to worry about. The danger of science fiction discussion .
getting crowded out completely isn’t upon us yet. As has been pointed
.
out, the worse shape the professional field gets into, the more s-f
discussion you find in fanzines,-, There have been times when I felt s-f
was being neglected by fanzines, hut always, somewhere, mags could he
found where science fiction was one of the main themes, if not the main,
one. As long as.it is s-f which brings new fans into fandom, the dis
cussion of s-f will not cease. When there are no more promags, no morel
worldcons and regional cons, no more s-f clubs, then maybe the time
■
will come when fanzines will be strictly fannish, ingrown, lacking en
tirely in s-f discussionso On the other hand, perhaps because of this
lack, some fan or fans may very well start publishing an "All S-F" mag,
if only to be different from the other fanzines.
"The Rumble": Basical
ly, I agree with Ted White that the fans should not have given up their
picnic spot so easily. (I’m assuming they had a legal right to be there
and were-not trespassing.) Even if more than three punks showed up they
should have held their grcund--especialiy if some of them, as Ted indi
cates, Knew How to Fight. Rut, yes, the child should have been removed
from the scene immediately--one of the girls could have, done this, so
that'if the thinn did come to blows the kid would have been out of dan
ger. Of course there’s much more to it than simply decidin'-’ to stay,
and fight if necessary. I had several points in previous commentaries
on this incident, and perhaps the most pertinent one is that if you are
going to be in a neighborhood where you are likely to run into "hoods"
you should plan ahead. If you have to be there for some reason and have
to have, a child with you, then decide ahead of time who is willing to
defend themselves, and who isn’t, and how best to accomplish said de
fending. But I don’t really blame the oroup for retreating. They could
do nothing else as they were not sure of themselves; that is, those who
miciht have been willing to make a stand (while someone removed the
child--and called the police) weren’t sure they could depend on any
others to help. With no prepared plan of defense it wouldn’t have been
good strategy to risk taking on the punks. Of course it is possible
that if those willing to defend themselves did stay put, and-~if it
came to that--fight the runks (he it three "or more) the others might
have pitched in to help. Naturally it is all conjecture now. And hind
sight is always better than foresight. ■’ •'
As -for killing, I don’t go along
with the idea of extermination i.n the settee given here. Killing the '
kids only rn.ak.es the .other punks more certain than ever that all the
world is against them; There’ll be no hope of changing the attitude of
those misguided' juveniles if we take the position that those who best
represent the stereotype should be killed. Defend yourself against
them, sure, and if in the' process of "dirty fighting" you do kill them,
well, tough luck, but there are several ways of rendering an opponent
useless without actually.killing him; Sometimes, in the heat of battle,
the rendering may be harder than you intended and he damn near dies--or
does die. But that's the chance he has to take if he wants to he a

4u

"tough guy”, and the inadvertant killer, who was acting violently in
his own defense or the defense of his loved ones or friends, cannot be
morally blamed. Legally he might have to stand trial, but his chances
of being convicted are small.

.

।

RUTH BERMAN
Aren’t you the boy who was in the news a while
5620 EDGEWATER BLVD. back because he seemed to. have a poltergeist?
MINNEAPOLIS 17, MINN. (4At your service, ma’am,.)) Well, what did hap
pen November 2nd? (-(That day was distinguished
in the annals of the Baltimore Fire Department as a singularly dull and
uneventful one.-)) It is possible that your psi powers started the
fires, but there are two other possibilities. One: You, as an acti-fan
(you are, aren't you? How else do you have the motivation to put out a
large monthly zine?), probably write letters to fans most every day. So
any day there is a fire, you perceive it, subconsciously, and then,
while writing the letters, the subject on your mind comes to the top of
your mind and you write it down. Two: You perceive the fires with pre
cognition, have a subconscious urge to warn people, and, not knowing
consciously why you want to tell about the fire, simply write a letter.
I notice that the cases all happened In the fall and spring. In fall
there’d be more chance of fires starting because of people’s burning
leaves. If there's a similar seasonal increase of fires in the spring,
you would have that knowledge in the back of your head and be more
likely to write about fires in those seasons. In other words, if there
is a spring as well as fall increase in fires, it could be coincidence.
(•(A good theory, but not a factual one. First of all, whereas there are
of course more grass and woods fires in the early spring and in the
fall, these have nothing to do with fires in homes or churches. The
worst time for serious fires in naltimore is January and February, es
pecially at night. The only other time when an important fire is almost
bound to occur is during Fire Prevention Week. ## While we’re on this
subject, though, I might mention a couple other incidents of this na
ture. These aren't very important, and are almost surely coincidental,
but... On leap-year day of 1960, three hours after I made my first and
only long-distance phone call to Harry Warner, an eight-alarm fire des
troyed a furniture wharehouse at North Avenue and Madison Street, The
year before (June 29, 1959) a fire destroyed a large laundry buildinn
at North Avenue and Madison Street---this was the day LA-fan Don Durward
visited me while passing through the city,..-))

AND I ALSO HEARD FROM:

2S.99Y Saxton, likes Nipple, thanks me for some second-hand egoboo (I
had quoted both MeZ Brand ley and Redd Boggs on her capabilities as a
writer when soliciting material). I’ll take this chance to note that
copies of your fanzines would probably he appreciated at Dox 866, Heb
bronville, Texas. + + + Betty Ku ia wa was squeezed out again, by George.
It isn't that her letter didn't arrive in time--on the contrary, it ar
rived November 25. But what with a four-page letter from Redd Boggs and
a four-page letter from Len Moffatt, something had to no; it was Betty.
+ + + It was also Dick, as a matter of fact'; Dick Elsberry, that is. He
wrote a very interesting letter on Bloch and his writing, the Japanese
movie "Roshomon," and Ron Ellik's "Fan Stary." +++ Dick Schultz sends
filthy lucre in an effort to break down my informal book-keeping, and
says "I think I’m going gafia0” +++ Don’t .give up; think of thethrill
of fighting vour way from the AIAHF to the lettercolimn ■ proper.. .
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FROM:
TED PAULS
1448 MERIDENE DRIVE
BALTIMORE <12, MD.
USA

T<?’ DICK BERGERON
•
110 BANK STREET
NEW YORK 14, NEW YORK
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and MERRY CHRISTMAS!
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